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reproduction of original paintings created by SAMH’s clients; the 
consent of use of which is hereby acknowledged with thanks.
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2 SINGAPORE ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH

Our Story

1969 We started with our first social rehab programme – 
Oasis Club in the same year of establishment, aiming to help persons with 
psychiatric conditions develop self-respect, social skills and friendship. In 
1970, we organised our first World Mental Health Day (WMHD), organised 
forums, workshops and printed our first newsletter issue. Stepping up our 
activities for mental health advocacy, we established our Administrative 
Centre and OASIS Club at Toa Payoh in 1975.

We gained more traction and progressed to set up halfway house in 1977 
for women recovering from mental illnesses. It was the first of its kind 
in Singapore and was a much needed service that no association was 
able to see to at that time. Encouraged by our growth, we held our first 
fundraising event in the subsequent year and participated in the Ministry 
of Health’s Health Campaign for the first time the year after.

H I S T O R I C A L  B A C K G R O U N D

began on 26 April 1969. The Singapore Association for Mental Health (SAMH) 
was inaugurated as the first community mental health agency in Singapore.
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H I S T O R I C A L  B A C K G R O U N D

The 1980s represented a big breakthrough
period for us as we marked many significant milestones:

1981 – The start of our counselling services

1982 – Launched Community Mental Health Education
  programmes and our bilingual pictorial publication on 
  “A Positive Approach to Mental Health”

1983 – Officially became a member of Community Chest of Singapore 

1985 – Published Mental Health Factsheets

1986 – Responded to the national tragedy and provided aftercare
  services for those affected by the collapse of Hotel New World

1987 – Conducted a nation-wide General Health Survey to assess the
  mental health needs of the national population.

1989 – Presented our findings at the 2nd ASEAN Congress on 
  Psychiatry and Mental Health
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We continued the momentum into the 1990s and 
launched our Family Support Group for caregivers and relatives 
of people with mental illness in 1991. Insight Centre and Oasis 
Day Centre at Potong Pasir was started in 1994 and a year later, 
we added Bukit Gombak Group Homes, a residential rehab 
programme to our services. SAMH turned 30 in 1999 and we 
marked the celebrations with our appointment as a managing 
agent for Activity Hub @ Pelangi Village, by then-MCYS.

The turn of the new millennium saw our significant growth and 
development into new directions for mental health:

2000 – Incorporated Support for Eating Disorders, Singapore

2001 – SAMH was appointed agent for then-MCYS mandatory 
  counselling programme for families struggling with domestic
  violent and mental health matters

2003 – Launch of Activity Hub @ Pelangi Village by Dr Yaacob Ibrahim,
  Minister for MCYS

2004 – Opening of Club 3R by Mayor for Central CDC, Mr Heng Chee How

2005 – Unveiled our new SAMH logo and “HOPE newsletter”; and also 
  initiated a youth group at ODC to meet service gap identified 
  from increased referrals via IHM’s Child Guidance Clinic

2006 – Launched a new programme: Illness Management and Recovery

2007 – Started YouthReach, an innovative rehabilitation programme for 
  youth identified with emotional and psychological problems

2008 – Sunshinepath, a peer support group for persons with mood and  
  anxiety disorders launched its forum on WMHD. We held our first  
  SAMH flag day and Dr Lily Neo, MP for Jalan Besar GRC was appointed  
  our Patron

2009 – Established the Code of Governance Guidelines for Charities, Personnel,
  Fundraising and Audit Committees and organised our first Charity
  Gala Dinner

H I S T O R I C A L  B A C K G R O U N D
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In 2010, we relocated YouthReach to NCSS’ Social Hub 
at Tiong Bahru and partnered Singapore Chefs’ Association 
for our Charity Dinner. We ventured further into creative 
services the following year with the opening of Creative Hub at 
Goodman Arts Centre.

2012 – Accorded the inaugural Charity Governance Award for Medium Charities. 
We introduced Peer Specialist Programme and Certification and trained 
ten Certified Peer Specialists. We also became the very first community 
mental health agency to employ a full-time Certified Peer Specialist.

2013 – Invited US-based trainers Dr Daniel Fisher and Ms Sam Ahrens to 
conduct Emotional Connecting, Empowering, Revitalising (eCPR) 
workshops in Singapore. We trained another 15 Certified Peer Specialists. 

2014 – Launched Mobile Support Team, organised Finland’s Open Dialogue 
workshop, and held Charity Gala Dinner with SCA, with Mrs Josephine 
Teo as Guest-of-Honour. An additional 12 Certified Peer Specialists 
were trained.

2015 – Opened Creative MINDSET with support from MINDSET Care Limited, a 
registered charity of the Jardine Matheson Group of Companies.

2015 – We trained 12 participants in the Enhanced PSS Training, and all 
of them were certified. We co-organised a Regional Peer Support 
Symposium in Hong Kong. After the Symposium, we also conducted 
an eCPR training in Hong Kong. In February, SAMH cemented 
our partnership with MINDSET Care Limited to start the MINDSET 
Learning Hub (MLH). MLH is MINDSET’s flagship project – a five-year 
collaboration – to support our clients in recovery and employment

H I S T O R I C A L  B A C K G R O U N D



A Letter from the President

P R E S I D E N T ’ S  M E S S A G E

Associate Professor
Daniel Fung

President

Dear Gentle Readers

I have volunteered at the Singapore Association for Mental Health 
(SAMH) since 2002 when I returned from my one-year Health 
Manpower Development Plan scholarship at the Hospital for Sick Kids 
and the University of Toronto. I had just returned after training on the 
importance of education and mental health. Fourteen years later, after 
I have helped to develop an integrated school based collaborative 
mental health system in my day job, SAMH (my volunteer job) is about 
to embark on its own school based rehabilitation programme. I am 
grateful to have been able to serve as President of SAMH in this last 7 
years and I would like to share some of the highlights in 2015.

INTEGRATION FOR RECOVERY

Persons with mental illness (PMIs) want and need more than just 
symptom relief from medications. Like other members of our 
community, they deserve similar opportunities, responsibilities and 
affirmation so as “to achieve happiness, prosperity and progress”, an 
inalienable right of every Singapore citizen.

Psychiatric rehabilitation aims to facilitate PMIs to develop emotional, 
social and cognitive skills to live, learn and work within our community 
with independence and minimal support. The goal of psychiatric 
rehabilitation is to enable PMIs to live a normal life and improve 
negative perceptions of mental illness and stigma. This is a shift away 
from a medical model of illness and pathology towards a more holistic 
biopsychosocial model emphasising the interplay of both biological as 
well as psychosocial elements in the development and recovery of PMIs. 
Such change means that we no longer consider outcomes purely on 
clinical symptoms (such as hallucinations or delusions) but focus on 
social relationships, quality of life and family relations.

BACK TO SCHOOL

In 2013, the SAMH board made a decision to push for 3 strategic 
intiatives, the first of which was to develop a “school for life” concept 
in psychiatric rehabilitation. This was the culmination of more than 
10 years of work in creating a suitable environment for PMIs focused 
on person centred care. I remember how our teams would focus on 
helping PMIs work towards their intended goals in life rather than what 
we perceive they need. We built drop in centres that allowed them to 
explore personal interests and we focused on developing the Creative 
Hub in 2011 to allow exploration using art and drama as tools towards 
these goals.

6 SINGAPORE ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH



P R E S I D E N T ’ S  M E S S A G E

In October 2016, we will officially launch Mindset Learning Hub, a green field project in Singapore under 
the auspices of Jardine Matheson Group, to be a real life testimony of social integration through psychiatric 
rehabilitation. The Hub will provide a one stop, end-to-end facility from candidate selection for vocational and 
social skills training to job placement and gainful employment.

PEER SPECIALISTS

In 2012, SAMH developed a training program for PMIs to become Peer Specialists. Peer Specialists are PMIs 
who have recovered from their illness and employed to share “lived in” experiences with others suffering 
from mental illness to inspire, motivate and catalyse recovery. This pioneering and innovative work in 
Singapore has now been adopted for wider application as a therapeutic element in psychiatric rehabilitation 
and National Council of Social Services and the Institute of Mental Health shall be building on this work to 
develop a nationally accredited curriculum to benefit the sector. This is a significant recognition of SAMH’s 
work in this area. I would like to thank the team leaders Ms Rajeswari K, Mr Jason Chan, Ms Ong Choon Ming 
and Mr Ethan Fong for their passion and commitment.

ACHIEVING HIGH PERFORMANCE

I have always encouraged the leaders in SAMH to focus on work that is scalable and sustainable. These 2 
factors are important in developing high performance teams that can achieve their vision and mission. In the 
last one year, we have focused improving our administrative capabilities and strengthened our governance 
structures. There is still much to be done both in creating an IT infrastructure to enable work efficiencies and 
improve the branding of SAMH as the main community rehabilitation destination for PMIs. The next year will 
also witness the roll-out of individual performance evaluation criteria, portfolio redesign, staff development 
programmes and reward systems to identify, place, develop and retain talents within SAMH. Succession 
planning both at the management and board levels will also serve to help us create a sustainable ecosystem 
for us to build this high performance organisation.

Enhancing organizational hardware cannot be complete without complementary upgrade in the software. 
The twin towers of a high performance organization are good governance and transparency. Governance 
relates to how the organization’s behaviour is internally regulated and transparency is the organization’s 
confidence and latitude in making clean disclosures. These proxies closely associated with management 
integrity have a direct bearing on fund raising capacity, the life-line of any charity. SAMH was conferred the 
Charity Governance Award in 2012 and this has contributed to increasing donor confidence in our work. 
SAMH intends to fully comply with the Charities Transparency Framework, which is being launched this year. 
Securing the twin accreditations in governance and transparency would place SAMH on an excellent footing 
moving forward.

SAMH has come a long way since its inception in 1968. It has grown from strength to strength, with 10 
strategically located service points, providing an ever expanding repertoire of psychiatric rehabilitation 
options and creating greater opportunities for the social integration of PMIs. SAMH must build on the 
foundations of the last 4 decades and strive to push the boundaries for improving the mental health of all in 
Singapore. I am humbled by my opportunity to serve as President and thank you for your support.

Sincerely yours
Daniel Fung
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From the Desk of the Executive Director

E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R ’ S  M E S S A G E

Tan Li Li
Executive Director

2015 – a year of new beginnings, new milestones

Societal awareness of mental health and its social consequences began 
to gather momentum this year and presented Singapore Association 
for Mental Health (SAMH) with potential collaboration opportunities. 
While being in the limelight has its privileges, it has also landed SAMH 
with new demands and expectations. Notwithstanding, with the 
collective efforts from the management and staff, SAMH managed to 
uphold our usual ground amidst these changes and achieved positive 
transformation. These challenges have helped us push our boundaries – 
such as expanding into innovative avenues in mental health, capabilities 
uplift and expertise exchange through a wide network that spans 
across geographies. SAMH is now poised to chart a roadmap for steady 
expansion for the coming years, to continue on our journey to be the 
leader in community mental health, backed by a dedicated team of staff 
with the passion and the skills. 

Besides the fundamental Rehabilitation models, Peer Support Work, 
Creative Interventions and Training are some of our niche areas. SAMH 
initiated the Peer Support training in 2012 and was the first employer to 
recruit full time peers who are in recovery from mental health condition. 
Since then, it has pioneered the advocacy of peer support within the 
mental health sector, both in Singapore and regionally. A case in point is 
our joint partnership with Hong Kong and Thailand to kick start a two-
day Regional Peer Support Symposium held in Hong Kong, attended 
by 300 Asian delegates. SAMH delivered plenary and breakout sessions 
during this insightful symposium entitled “Peer Support Service - The 
Power of Collaboration”, followed by conducting an on-site Emotional 
CPR training for our Hong Kong partners after the symposium. 

Nearer home, SAMH started MINDSET Learning Hub, a centre offering 
a unique Train & Place program promoting learning in a non-
threatening environment, followed by job placements for our trainees 
to integrate back into the community. Besides imparting soft skills such 
as communication, the program covers different threads of technical 
training leading to various basic WSQ accreditations. Trainees from the 
program not only receive transformational training placing them in good 
stead to seek gainful employment, but also benefit immensely from 
pre-employment grooming sessions and job-matching which form an 
integral part of the program. Moving forward, MINDSET Learning Hub will 
further provide post placement support to assist trainees’ orientation and 
transition into the work place. Training and support will also be provided 
to our partnering employers.

8 SINGAPORE ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH



E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R ’ S  M E S S A G E

We are grateful for the funding from MINDSET Care Ltd, the philanthropic 
arm of Jardine Matheson Group, for their generosity and strong support 
to the flagship project MINDSET Learning Hub by supporting $2 million 
to this project. This partnership goes beyond monetary commitment: it 
is a 3P (People, Public, Private) partnership with Jardine Ambassadors and 
their business units supporting the flagship project in various areas from 
publicity, training, outreach to work placements and more. In addition, the 
Group has made significant contributions to two initiatives. These include 
the SAMH Creative MINDSET, a new Creative centre located in Jurong Point 
shopping mall offering psychological wellness and expressive therapeutic 
modalities through a combination of creative arts, sports and outdoor 
activities; and Mindset Pop-Up Store, a retail outlet at CityLink Mall selling 
handcrafted items made by clients. Our partnership with Jardine Matheson 
Group will go a long way and will bring about a great positive impact to 
the social service arena. We hope more will follow suit to bring about a 
paradigm shift in partnership models, further professionalize the sector 
through the sharing of best practices and more. 

As a progressive organization, we strive to achieve excellence by raising 
professionalism, quality and efficiency. In the last two quarters, we have 
deployed technology in a bid to enhance productivity. For starters, we 
have implemented a modular Human Resource system that covers the 
fundamental services we currently outsourced. The second phase would 
include modules such as Training & Development, Appraisal and Talent 
Management. The insourcing of Finance and introducing of an e-Case 
Management System are also in the pipeline.

Since taking over office in January 2014, I am proud of my team in 
achieving the strategic directives set by the Board. Like any other 
organizations, SAMH strives to accomplish these directives while coping 
with strategic alignment and administrative fit issues under severe 
resource constraints. Hiring and staff retention is always an uphill task 
due to talent shortage in this sector. This does not deter SAMH from 
aspiring to be an Employer of Choice, as we accelerate on our plans on 
recruitment and talent retention for the coming year.

In sum, 2015 has been a meaningful and transformational year for 
SAMH with new milestones reached. We will continue to constantly 
innovate and evolve with the future, to bring “Mental Wellness to All”. 
While we acknowledge that working within mental health is never 
easy, the support from our partners, the Board and most of all our staff 
have contributed to the success that is worth celebrating. A big thank 
you to all my colleagues for their unwavering passion, dedication and 
commitment to our cause. Let’s continue to soldier on in our roles to 
pursue our mission!
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O R G A N I S AT I O N  S T R U C T U R E
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B U K I T  G O M B A K  G R O U P  H O M E S

BUKIT GOMBAK GROUP HOMES 

Bukit Gombak Group Homes (BGGH), formed in August 

1995, is a residential setting based on the psych-rehab 

model of rehabilitation leading to community integration. 

This residential facility, nestled in the heartlands of 

Singapore, focuses on recovery through a holistic 

provision of vocational and psychosocial rehabilitation 

services, while combating stigma and discrimination 

against those with mental illness. This normalisation 

process enables recovering individuals, who may have 

been institutionalised for many years, to experience true 

community integration. BGGH works hand in hand with 

residents and other community partners as they take 

vital steps toward recovery and improving overall health 

as they regain their sense of belonging and identity as 

contributing members of society.

Many real challenges are highlighted in the story of 

38-year-old Mr J who is now working as a certified 

Security Officer. Prior to his coming to BGGH, Mr J has not 

worked for 22 years and he used to be totally dependent 

on his family.

The initial stage was difficult for Mr J – he found it hard 

to adjust to a new life that was financially restrictive and 

insistent on cutting off his dependence on his family. He 

also had anxiety issues about being able to complete 

the two required security courses and starting in a 

security job. He had difficulties adjusting to work stress 

or challenges and experienced strong side effects to his 

medication. This period saw him being admitted to the 

Institute of Mental Health (IMH) twice.

The team worked closely with the family to ensure that 

firm rules were set and complied with such as how often 

Mr J could go home to visit; the conditions laid down 

in order for him to visit and how the family could work 

together to continue supporting him in a consistent 

manner without allowing him to be overly-dependent on 

them, eg. the family provided him with a start-up fund to 

assist him with his meals and fares until his first pay day as 

well as to sponsor his course fees. The team also ensured 

that strong support was available for Mr J whenever he 

needed it, eg. when he is feeling down from perceived 

work obstacles or suffering serious side effects. 

Although he is still not allowed to move home, his 

relationship with the family has improved after they 

witnessed his change and he visits his family regularly 

on Sundays to, in his own words, “honour his father and 

mother”. He was proud that his mother was happy with 

the Mother’s Day present he bought for her. We believe 

they are pleased that their son is now earning a steady 

salary through his own hard work and is now more 

capable of taking care of his own future.

Mr J is currently enjoying his new-found financial 

independence and takes pride in maintaining the safety 

of the shopping mall premises he is situated at. He has 

also expressed interest in applying for his own BTO flat in 

August this year and to eventually set up his own family 

one day.

Sources of Referrals
For FY2015, BGGH received a total of 67 referrals. As 

shown in Figure 1, there appears to be an increase in 

demand for residential rehabilitative services from the 

hospitals, with IMH continuing to be the major source of 

referrals to BGGH.
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B U K I T  G O M B A K  G R O U P  H O M E S

Admission
In FY2015, there were 19 new admissions into the 

programme. A total of 14 men and 5 women were 

admitted into BGGH. BGGH continues the good 

collaboration with IMH to grant potential clients “Home 

Leave” for a trial stay at BGGH lasting two to six weeks prior 

to their official discharge from the hospital. This gradual 

move enables clients’ rehabilitative and employability 

potential to be assessed more thoroughly and facilitates 

their competitive employment while at BGGH with their 

weekly medical review continuing at IMH.

Occupancy and Caseload
BGGH has a maximum capacity of 36 clients but managed 

a caseload of 44 in FY2015.

Recovery
A supportive and recovery-oriented rehabilitative 

environment, with individualised care plans, can greatly 

minimise hospitalisations. Through psychoeducation, 

clients are taught to recognise early signs of relapses and 

medication management as they gain further insight into 

their illness and enhance their coping skills. 

The following chart shows a total number of days in 

hospitalisation leave and absence of leave from BGGH in 

FY2015.

Figure 1: Summary of Referrals Received

Figure 2: Hospitalisation leave and absence from BGGH leave
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A survey done for FY2015 with 25 clients further revealed 

positive outcomes on their recovery goal: 

• 87.5% felt they have gained a greater insight of their 

illness.

• 87.5% said that they are more knowledgeable about 

their medication.

• 87.5% expressed confidence in communicating with 

their doctor about their condition.

• 87.5% stated that they are now better able to prevent 

a relapse by identifying early symptoms and seeking 

treatment.

• 75% believed that they have enhanced their coping 

skills.

Employment
Clients who are keen on being gainfully employed tend to 

be more empowered as they regain confidence as well as 

independence, which further foster social inclusion.

Below are the outcomes from a survey conducted in 

FY2015 with 25 clients on their community reintegration 

goal:

• 75% said they have a better understanding of the kind 

of job that they want.

• 70.8% believed that they are better able to sustain 

themselves in a job.

• 70.8% stated that they have enhanced their 

independent-living skills.

• 70.8% said they have a greater awareness of resources 

available in the community.

• 70.8% expressed greater confidence about living on 

their own in the community.

Discharge
In FY2015, 19 residents were discharged from BGGH with 

68.4% discharged into the community – to rental flats, 

rented rooms or residing with friends or family.

B U K I T  G O M B A K  G R O U P  H O M E S

Figure 3: Employment Figure 4: Summary of Settings after Discharge
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B U K I T  G O M B A K  G R O U P  H O M E S

Socio-Recreational Activities
Psychosocial rehabilitation services at BGGH, which provide purposeful socio-

recreational activities, introduce clients to a variety of community resources and 

offer them opportunities to seamlessly blend into the community. 

A survey done in FY2015 with 25 clients on enhancing their quality of life 

demonstrated the following encouraging outcomes:  

• 75% felt that their interpersonal/social skills have been enhanced.

• 70.8% expressed that their social circles have widened.

• 54.2% shared that they have acquired new hobbies/interests.

• 66.7% expressed greater hope about their future.

• 91.7% stated that they have made progress and are moving on with their lives.

Case Management and Counselling
Case management and counselling, with the Psychiatric Rehabilitation 

principles, remains the heart and core of the work at BGGH. BGGH continues to 

partner with interns who come from various educational institutions, at varying 

intervals, to support us by providing counselling to our clients. Meanwhile, 

group-work sessions are conducted every fortnight to provide clients a safe 

platform to voice out their personal views, deepen their understanding on 

common issues of interest, as well as to receive peer feedback.

Positive outcomes of a service-delivery survey conducted with 25 clients indicate:  

• 87.5% said they were satisfied with the level of care and service provided by 

staff.

• 70.8% were satisfied with the level of support provided in gaining and 

sustaining employment.

• 70.8% were also satisfied with the level of support provided to prepare them 

for independent living.

• 70.8% recognised that staff did their best to address clients’ concerns.

• 95.8% rated BGGH as an effective rehabilitation facility towards achieving 

independent living and self-sufficiency.

Future Directions
BGGH is looking forward to expanding its premises so as to have more space to 

facilitate communal activities while exploring the feasibility of increasing bed 

spaces in the residential units.

BGGH will strive towards stabilising its manpower resources and strengthening 

the rehabilitative framework in its residential programme.
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B G G H  A F T E R C A R E  S E R V I C E S

BGGH Aftercare Services commenced in February 2014 with a three-year 

funding from Community Silver Trust, for the purpose of providing care and 

guidance for ex-BGGH clients who have moved into the community. 

Figure 1 below showcases the number of clients reached out to by the BGGH 

Aftercare Team from the list of 318 clients discharged from BGGH since 1995 

into the community.

Many, if not most of the clients were initially no longer contactable by phone 

as they frequently changed their contact numbers whenever their top-up 

cards lapsed. Therefore, the Team had to visit the last known addresses of the 

clients and target to visit at least one new household every week. As the Team 

continues to reach out to ex-BGGH clients who are already in the community, 

they are also introduced to BGGH clients prior to their discharge from BGGH 

into the community.

BGGH Caseworkers were roped in to support the Aftercare Team in case 

management efforts, especially when manpower was down to only one 

Caseworker.

A Needs Survey was conducted in May 2015 by volunteer Psychology students 

from Ngee Ann Polytechnic either by phone or face-to-face (home visits and 

walk-in cases). The random survey was completed with 77 clients from a listing 

of 161 clients.

Figure 1: Caseload
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Future Directions
CST Funding for BGGH Aftercare will end in Feb 2016 and there are plans to 

park the service under AIC COMIT funding to continue the good work done 

and to explore the feasibility of having an office at or near BGGH premises.

This will facilitate better follow-up of BGGH clients when they leave BGGH as 

there will be continuity of care in an environment that is already familiar to 

them. The team will also be better able to support each other if both teams are 

housed together.

B G G H  A F T E R C A R E  S E R V I C E S

Recovery:
• 43% have no hospitalisation after leaving BGGH.

Community Reintegration:
• 59% are currently still employed.

• 57% employed for more than three months.

• 82% are utilising services from community agencies.

Enhancing Quality of Life:
• 44% have more access to and participate in recreational/ interest groups in 

the community.

• 95% have interests at home that they engaged in.

• 85% wished to be informed of upcoming activities.

Client Satisfaction:
• 92% wished to maintain in contact with SAMH.

• 87% wished to have continued follow-ups by SAMH.

• 87% are satisfied with the level of care and service provided by the staff.
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Pelangi Village (PV) is a social welfare complex for the 
rehabilitation of destitute persons. It comprises six residential 
homes and an Activity Hub. The Activity Hub (AH) at the 
centre of Pelangi Village is where psycho-social rehabilitative 
programmes are conducted to assist residents in their recovery 
from psychiatric disorders and in reintegrating them into the 
community. AH’s services extend from occupational therapy, 
social work, psychological services, art and music therapy to 
vocational placements.

Leisure Programme: Sandwich Making Competition, a 
collaborative project with Singapore Polytechnic.

Engaging residents in meal preparation sessions held in Activity Hub have 

earned them skills in preparing meals with confidence and this was evident 

when they participated in the sandwich making competition in October 

2015.  Two out of twelve residents won $20 Swensen’s voucher sponsored by 

Singapore Polytechnic. 

Leisure Programme: Wellness Management Competition

The wellness management programme was implemented to motivate 

residents to stay healthy. In this programme, residents shared experiences 

of their health and management of their illness.  A wellness management 

competition allowed ten residents from each Home to answer 30 questions 

and each received an attractive prize for their effort.

Leisure Programme: Memory Competition

A memory game competition was conducted on 23 September 2015 with 

the aim of allowing five residents from each home to do their best in the 

competition and the winning individuals each received a prize. 

Occupational Therapy Department
The objective of Occupational Therapy (OT) Services 

is to promote community integration and to enhance 

the quality of life for the residents in Pelangi Village. OT 

services aim to support residents to achieve optimal levels 

of performance in their skills, functioning, physical health 

and social interaction.

The three focus components of occupational 

performance are: 

1) Activities of Daily Living (ADL)

2) Leisure

3) Vocational/Skills Training. 

Headcount for OT Programmes
Apr 15 May 15 Jun 15 Jul 15 Aug 15 Sep 15 Oct 15 Nov 15 Dec 15 Jan 16 Feb 16 Mar 16

610 608 626 611 684 580 583 618 654 571 633 622
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Leisure Programme: Sports Competition 

Objective is to encourage active living and promote a healthy lifestyle 

through sports among the PV residents. The table tennis and 3-on-3 team 

basketball tournament attracted many residents. Through participation in these 

competitions, residents regain motivation and feel encouraged to play more 

sports, making it part of their healthy lifestyle in attaining physical well-being.

New Programme: Photography

The Photography Social Group was implemented in October 2015 with the aim 

of cultivating creative expression and storytelling skills for the residents. The 

medium of photography was a platform for them to gain insight into their inner 

world thus increase their self-worth. 

New Programme: Mindfulness

In November 2015, the Mindfulness Group was initiated for the residents to 

cultivate peace and happiness. A pre, mid and post-assessment using the 

Mindfulness Awareness and Attention Scale and the Perceived Stress Scale were 

applied to monitor the progress of the participants and those who attended 8 

sessions have reported a significant improvement. The concepts of mindfulness 

cover topics such as Right Action, Right Thoughts and Right Speech which lead 

to the inculcation of true mindfulness and the practice of being a good person 

and causing no suffering to others.

New Programme: Paper Quilling

This new initiative started in mid-2015 as an art form that involves the use of 

strips of paper that are rolled, shaped, and glued together to create decorative 

designs. The designs can be used to decorate greetings cards, form art pieces, 

boxes, jewellery and other craftwork. The collaboration with the National 

Council of Social Service (NCSS) created many other social enterprise products 

for special occasions such as Valentine’s Day and Christmas.  Residents enjoyed 

the activity with a sense of accomplishment and were observed to have 

attained better focus and stability in their hand movements.

Future Directions
Activity Hub will continue to collaborate with Flamenco Sin Fronteras in 

several projects:

• Flamenco Dance Performance at Kallang CC in May 2016 

• Tai Chi for Health

• Explore new products and design to teach residents 

• Cognitive and physical programme for the elderly group.
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Social Enterprise 
MINDSET, a philanthropic arm of Jardine Matheson, partnered with SAMH and 

three other organisations for a social enterprise initiative called Mindset POP-

Up store @ Citylink Mall in 2015. The project aimed to create and promote the 

craftwork done by clients and increase the awareness of mental health.

The Social Enterprise programme trained 28 clients and has since placed 12 

clients as retail assistants. Out of the 12 clients, 3 have found external jobs. There 

was a total of 17 outreach events in the financial year of 2015: 

• Public forum: Gateway to Cyberwellness @ SMU School of Accountancy.

• La Feria @ CHIJMES.

• Public forum: Care for persons with mental health concerns - Legal, Trust & 

Financing aspect @ IRAS.

• Tote Board Family Day @ Race Course.

• Dairy Farm Singapore Country Promotion Fair @ Sentosa.

• KTPH Bazaar @ Main Lobby.

• IGNITE 2015! @ Republic Polytechnic.

• Mental Health Symposium @ Chui Huay Lim Club.

• SAMH Mandarin Workshop @ Yuhua CC.

• KTPH WMHD @ Main Lobby.

• TTSH WMHD celebration @ TTSH Atrium.

• WMHD @PSB Hub.

• Public Forum: “Rising Up from Depression” @ Paya Lebar Lifelong Learning.

• Vertical Challenge @ Marina Bay Financial Centre Tower 1.

• Jurong Health Inaugural Good Neighbour Day @ Ng Teng Fong Hospital.

• Pushcart Challenge @ Causeway Point.

• Charity Fair @ Paya Lebar Lifelong Learning Institution.

A C T I V I T Y  H U B

Future Plans for Social 
Enterprise 
In the coming year, the Social 

Enterprise programme aims to 

leverage social media as a platform 

to increase awareness of SAMH 

products. SAMH would be looking 

at widening the product range 

to include Home products and 

corporate gifts.

Vocational Service 
Department  
The Vocational Service Department 

was set up in April 2012 to meet the 

vocational and training needs of the 

residents in Pelangi Village, providing 

services such as vocational placement, 

resident earning scheme, sheltered 

workshop and social enterprise 

programmes of Activity Hub.
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Resident Earning Scheme 
Resident Earning Scheme (RES) is a programme to teach residents in vocational 

placements within Activity Hub. Placements such as cleaners, barbers, sundry 

shop helpers, gardeners and programme assistants taught clients good 

working habits and basic work skills before external employment. The table 

below shows the monthly headcount of residents involved in Resident Earning 

Scheme from April 2015 to March 2016

Apr 15 May 15 Jun 15 Jul 15 Aug 15 Sep 15 Oct 15 Nov 15 Dec 15 Jan 16 Feb 16 Mar 16

77 73 73 76 69 79 83 75 56 62 70 51

Sheltered Workshop 
The sheltered workshop is a vocational rehabilitation programme for residents 

to develop their skills in regular work routine and improve good working 

behaviour. In 2015 – 2016, the amount of work has increased due to good 

performance and satisfaction by residents.  The table below show the monthly 

headcount of residents involved in sheltered workshop from April 2014 to 

March 2015.

Apr 15 May 15 Jun 15 Jul 15 Aug 15 Sep 15 Oct 15 Nov 15 Dec 15 Jan 16 Feb 16 Mar 16

34 40 39 32 36 33 36 40 37 34 38 36

Vocational Placement Service 
Vocational placement service is an important component in the overall 

rehabilitation development of clients in Pelangi Village. Vocational training is in 

place for clients who wish to find external employment.  

These photos were taken during job site visits and 
show our clients hard at work

Our clients are pictured here in gainful employment 
through our vocational placement service
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Clinical Services
Our Clinical Services department offers a range of services in the psychiatric 

rehabilitation of the residents in Pelangi Village. The team comprises a 

psychologist, assistant psychologists, a music therapist, caseworkers and a 

social work assistant.

Our programmes are catered for the psychological, emotional and cognitive 

needs of all residents — from those who have just been admitted to Pelangi 

Village to those who are ready to be discharged into the community. The list of 

programmes, for both group and individuals, offered in FY2015 is as presented:

Statistics for Vocational Placement Service 
Apr 
15

May 
15

Jun 
15

Jul 
15

Aug 
15

Sep 
15

Oct 
15

Nov 
15

Dec 
15

Jan 
16

Feb 
16

Mar 
16 Total Avg

No. of Active *DRS Residents 34 34 32 35 35 35 33 33 37 37 40 34 419 35

No. of Active *DRS Residents  
(including those with ad-hoc work)

42 39 43 42 42 41 36 35 42 43 47 45 497 41.4

No. of Job Interviews Residents 
Attended

5 4 7 12 5 6 4 7 6 5 5 3 69 5.8

No. of Successful Placements 
(from successful job interviews)

5 3 7 10 5 5 3 7 6 1 5 2 59 4.9

No. of Transport Orientations 
Residents Attended

4 4 4 13 5 3 4 8 6 5 4 2 62 5.2

No. of Ceased Employment 8 3 11 8 3 7 5 4 3 3 5 7 67 5.6

* Residents on the Daily Release Scheme
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The social work services team conducts various 

programmes to educate residents on the available 

resources in the community. In addition, support groups 

act as a platform to facilitate the residents’ needs and 

concerns, and encourage social cohesion across different 

backgrounds.

The psychological services team, with the assistance 

from the social work services team and Occupational 

Therapy department, spearheaded a project to encourage 

residents with work rehabilitation potential for external 

employment and community living. Participants who 

stayed throughout the intensive 8-week programme were 

found to be intrinsically and highly motivated and acted 

as a source of encouragement to participants with similar 

profiles.

In light of the rising popularity of the Rubber Band — 

the resident band of SAMH — there were notably more 

music enthusiasts who came forward with an interest 

to participate in Band Jam sessions, with more requests 

and invitations from organisations for the Rubber Band to 

perform at various public events.

Psychological Services 
 

Month Apr 15 May 15 Jun 15 Jul 15 Aug 15 Sep 15 Oct 15 Nov 15 Dec 15 Jan 16 Feb 16 Mar 16

Client Served 76 119 138 122 138 126 118 114 106 122 121 77

Social Work Services 
 

Month Apr 15 May 15 Jun 15 Jul 15 Aug 15 Sep 15 Oct 15 Nov 15 Dec 15 Jan 16 Feb 16 Mar 16

Client Served 417 350 348 398 295 137 149 147 268 171 146 138

Music Therapy Services 
 

Month Apr 15 May 15 Jun 15 Jul 15 Aug 15 Sep 15 Oct 15 Nov 15 Dec 15 Jan 16 Feb 16 Mar 16

Client Served 66 61 68 67 60 58 70 66 59 66 0 0
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YouthReach, commenced operation in August 

2006 and is a youth-centric programme that provides 

psycho-social support and recovery programmes for 

children and youth with emotional, psychological and 

psychiatric issues in the community. Its community-based 

intervention uses a personalised and family-centred 

approach, working in partnership with the clients served, 

as well as with their families, empowering them to achieve 

mutually agreed goals and live in a safe, caring and 

inclusive community.

The programme aims at:

• Developing clients’ social and functional competencies 

through life skills training.

• Enhancing family strengths and resources in order to 

minimise risk, promote safety and improve functioning.

• Assisting and equipping families in caring for their 

children.

PROGRAMME STATISTICS 

No. of Youth in YouthReach Programme 
Description FY2014 FY2015

New Intake 45 37

No. of Youth Discharged 37 18

No. of Active Youth (as at 31st Mar) 105 116

Total number of Youth in programme 134 134

Total number of caregivers in programme 289 256

The total number of youth clients served in FY 2105 was 

maintained at 134, similar to FY 2014.

There were more youth clients who continued their 

journey in recovery with YouthReach as fewer (18) clients 

exited the programme in FY 2015. 

Majority of referrals (67%) to YouthReach came from 

the Institute of Mental Health (IMH). There was a slight 

increase in referrals from other sources, which included 

restructured hospitals, private psychiatrists, VWOs, 

schools and Ministry of Social and Family Development 

(MSF) (see Fig. 1)

Fig 1: Source of Referrals to YouthReach
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YouthReach has been able to achieve a key outcome indicator in 

helping clients to reduce the rate of re-hospitalisation. Over the last 3 years, 

an average of 91% YouthReach clients had reduced use of/did not require 

in-patient service in the hospitals. Figures 2 to 4 show the profile of our clients 

according to age, gender, diagnosis and educational status.

Figure 2: Profile of clients according to age and gender

Figure 3: Profile of clients according to diagnosis
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Programme Highlights 

One of the core services that YouthReach provides is 
Intensive Case Management. YouthReach’s mission of Case 
Management Service is to enhance the quality of life of 
youth with emotional and psychological issues, to achieve 
the youth’s wellness and autonomy in the community with 
their families through the capacity of an individualised 
care plan.

Case management is a model of care delivery which is 
client-centric and one that respects our youth’s dignity, 
values and rights. Using the case management approach, 
social workers and case workers work closely with the 
youth and significant others in a collaborative process 
of assessment, planning, facilitation, care coordination, 
evaluation, and advocacy for options and services to meet 
the individual’s and family’s comprehensive mental health 
needs through communication and available resources to 
promote quality, cost-effective outcomes and enhance the 
quality of life of the Youth.

Using theoretical frameworks supported by empirical 
evidences to understand the youth and their social 
environment in their interactions among individuals and 
between individuals and families, groups, organisations, 
institutions, communities, and society; social workers and 

caseworkers maximise the youth’s potential by involving 
them and their families or significant others actively in 
the needs identification, assessment processes and goal 
setting using the bio-psycho-social assessment.

The onset of psychiatric disorder which occurs in youth 
development stage creates many limitations for youths 
and cause many to have to postpone their education 
pursuits. Anxiety kicks in as they are unable to maintain 
their daily tasks, let alone their studies. With sheer 
determination and individualised rehabilitation goals, 
the youth is able to identify education as a key goal that 
they want to work on. Education plays a vital role in many 
youths‘ lives, as it is the root for a healthy community 
which prepares the youths to transit into next phase of 
their life. Through the support of family, caseworkers and 
school, 5 youths have gone back to school to continue 
their education and they feel empowered about their 
decision and the action they have taken. 

Through an examination of one of our case, YouthReach 
will attempt to articulate the need for and the benefits in 
helping the youth to become empowered to change their 
thoughts and behaviour to achieve their desired goal.

Figure 4: Profile of Clients according to Educational Status
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In this case study, the youth provided verbal consent with the caveat of strict confidentiality, to have relevant aspects of 

our mutual involvement and case progression discussed for the purpose of this article. Youth Ms L, stated when asked 

permission for this article, “I just think education is so important and changing my perspective is important too. I hope 

they can learn something from all this.”

Case Study:  
Ms L aged 19 was referred to YouthReach in 2012 for Generalised Anxiety Disorder

“One small crack does not mean that I am broken, it means I am put to a test and I didn’t fall apart”

Ms L

on, as well to build on her self-esteem and to overcome 

her anxiety. Our social worker started to engage her 

at some crowded eateries, for example, McDonalds or 

cafes in an effort to gradually ease her fears and anxiety. 

Ms L was also introduced to our Tuition Programme 

at YouthReach by our SAMH volunteer for English, 

Mathematics and Combined Science. She attended the 

sessions regularly, which enabled the social worker to 

integrate her back into academia.

After a year, our social worker accompanied Ms L to 

register for the GE programme at ITE Ang Mo Kio. When 

she started her evening classes, our social worker had 

to journey with her from her home to ITE and sat at 

the campus till her classes are over. She was getting 

comfortable and settling into her new environment and 

classmates; and was seen to be less anxious.  Ms L told her 

social worker that she was feeling less anxious and did not 

need the social worker to accompany her anymore, but 

to support her from time to time and in other domains in 

her life.

Ms L successfully completed her Secondary 3 GE 

programme and was promoted to Secondary 4. In 2015 

she sat for her N-levels and passed it with flying colours 

- 3As and 2Bs and has moved on to Secondary 5 and will 

be sitting for her O-levels this year. Ms L is determined 

to enter Temasek Polytechnic to pursue a course in the 

School of Design. YouthReach congratulates Ms L for her 

success and perseverance and wishes her the best for her 

future endeavours.   

Ms L was from a mainstream school and was perpetually 

bullied in school because of her physique. She 

experienced excessive anxiety and worry that her 

schoolmates would harm her, often expecting the worst 

even when there was no apparent reason for concern. 

Anxiety made her leave the mainstream school. She was 

subsequently referred to a VWO for a tuition programme 

but dropped out soon after, as she was not able to settle 

in with the rest of the classmates; they had tattoos and 

many piercings which made her anxious. 

She was then referred to YouthReach as her mother was at 

crossroads, not knowing what to do with her. Ms L refused 

to enter the mainstream school and also did not want to 

attend the activities at YouthReach.

The social worker faced tremendous challenges working 

with Ms L, as she was fearful, quiet and ineloquent. 

The social worker had to be persistent and constantly 

engaged her in other means. She was afraid of leaving her 

home without her mother. Thus, the social worker had to 

engage her from her home and slowly bring her out of 

her comfort zone. Gradually, she attended the in-house 

activities at YouthReach, and eventually progressed to 

outdoor activities. During the first outdoor activity Ms L 

had a panic attack and broke down, and the social worker 

had to accompany her back home.

Progressively, the social worker was able to work together 

with her to identify her goals. Education was one of the 

main domains that Ms L identified and wanted to work 
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Events and Programmes
YouthReach has recently embarked on a new initiative: 

Discover Nature. In this new programme, our youths get 

to explore and connect with the natural environment 

- different verdant landscape of parks, nature reserves 

and heritage trees which gives a unique experience of 

Singapore city.

Being surrounded by nature provides much benefits to 

our youth. Nature instils in everyone a sense of beauty 

and calmness and it also exposes us to things that are 

alive and growing, promoting curiosity and exploration. 

Research has shown that the social, psychological, 

academic and physical health is positively impacted when 

one is in contact with nature and supports their multiple 

development domains. The youth learns/gains knowledge 

about gentleness and being respectful of living things. 

Self-esteem can thrive in discovering nature because 

nature doesn’t judge people.

Our youth clients got to discover the beauty and wonders 

of nature at Singapore’s first ASEAN Heritage Park. They 

uncovered a world filled with rich biodiversity as they 

wandered through the wetlands with an extensive 

mangrove forest of Sungei Buloh Wetland Reserve. 

The other interesting site that our youth enjoyed was the 

Southern Ridges which gives a panoramic views of our 

city’s skyline, harbour and the Southern Islands, as well as 

a wide variety of flora and fauna. The youth walked a total 

of 7km from Hort Park to Harbourfront through Henderson 

Waves via Forest and Canopy Walk.  Standing 36 metres 

above Henderson Road, it is the highest pedestrian 

bridge in Singapore and is frequently visited for its artistic, 

distinctive wave-like structure consisting of a series of 

undulating curved ‘ribs’. 

Discover Nature’s scenic walk with our youth at Southern Ridges
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YouthReach organises family events annually and it is 

always an event that our youth and their family look 

forward to. Modern family life has changed dramatically in 

the last 2 decades where more time is spent on watching 

television and gadgets, with little time allocated for 

family bonding and interaction. YouthReach creates the 

opportunity for families to bond, communicate and have 

fun together by organising our annual family events. We 

collaborated with Singapore Junior Chef Club and New 

Ubin Seafood Restaurant to have a cooking competition 

at Henderson CC on a Saturday morning, where 10 youth 

and their family members participated in the event.  The 

participants were tasked to whip up Caesars Salad, Penne 

Pasta and also dessert. The Junior Chefs demonstrated the 

dish preparation and the participants had to replicate the 

dishes for the competition.

For the first time, we organised a Halloween-themed 

indoor carnival also known as Boonival for our youth and 

their family members. Research suggests that the ‘’family 

that plays together stays together” and the event was 

aimed at connecting the beneficiaries through activities 

that bond. The YouthReach staff prepared a sumptuous 

feast and organised door gifts for our beneficiaries. SAMH 

volunteers also played an important role in supporting 

the event and we had students from both Ngee Ann 

Polytechnic and NUS volunteer with games and activities 

that were innovative and connected our youth and their 

families through play.

Future Plans
We will continue to enhance our outreach effort in improving 

access to more youth and families in need of youth-centric 

services, youth-needs and age-appropriate mental health service 

at YouthReach. We also aim to strengthen and develop more and 

better strategies in engagement – through active and persistent 

outreach to the youth and families referred to us, in the hope 

that services will best meet those who need them most.

Essentially, capability building of the mental health staff members 

to enhance knowledge and competencies in their work with 

the youth, families, and the community will be instrumental in 

improving the quality of service and producing greater outcomes 

in the recovery of the youth and families served.
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Future Plans
In FY2016, we would like to focus on 

vocational training, skills upgrading 

and to include Peer Support 

Specialists (PSS) as our rehabilitation 

partners. We plan to enhance 

trainees’ employability by expanding 

vocational training through a wider 

range of contract work. For trainees 

who wish to upgrade their skills and 

knowledge in a specific industry, 

we can refer them to attend WSQ 

certified courses at Mindset Learning 

Hub. PSS-led programmes will be the 

highlight of our future plans too.

Success Story
Client H is a 50 year old Chinese 

lady. She is single and lives with 

her siblings in a HDB flat. Prior to 

attending ODC, H had been staying 

at home since she quit her job 

in her 30’s. At home, H was not 

meaningfully occupied and gradually 

lost her social and functional skills. 

When H first joined ODC, she was 

not communicative. She used to 

be fearful and withdrawn. Thus, 

we recommended a gradual 

integration programme for H. For 

a start, H attended ODC for two 

half days where she would join 

the programmes in the sheltered 

workshop. As H was fearful about 

travelling on her own, her siblings 

had to take turns to fetch her to and 

from the day centre every day. We 

understood that H was not ready 

to travel independently when she 

joined ODC. 

Objectives

Oasis Day Centre (ODC) provides psychosocial rehabilitation 

for people with psychiatric conditions. The main objective of ODC is to assist 

trainees to reintegrate into the community by helping them improve the 

management of their psychiatric conditions. Training hours are from 9am to 

5pm from Mondays to Fridays (except Public Holidays). ODC is a programme 

funded by the Ministry of Health (MOH) and National Council of Social Service 

(NCSS). Trainees are required to pay a monthly programme fee ranging from 

$10 to $35, which is calculated based on means testing, a subsidy system 

introduced by MOH.

Intake Assessment / Admission Procedures
All referred applicants are required to attend an Intake Interview at ODC. 

The purpose of the Intake Interview is to assess applicants’ suitability for 

community rehabilitation as well as to provide applicants with an opportunity 

to learn more about the services and programmes that we provide at ODC. As 

the involvement and support of the family is important in the rehabilitation 

process, at least one family member of the applicant must be present at the 

intake assessment to provide an overview of the applicant’s profile and have a 

better understanding of the applicant’s support system and goals.

Eligibility
A person with mental illness between ages 19 to 62 can apply, and the 

application should be accompanied with a referral form from a psychiatrist, 

including a social report from the medical social worker. Upon successful 

admission to the programme, applicants must complete a means test 

declaration form to determine the level of subsidy granted. 

Two-Year Comparison of Statistical  
Returns for Oasis Day Centre
Statistical Returns for Oasis Day Centre

Apr 2014 – Mar 2015 Apr 2015 – Mar 2016

Total No. of Trainees 45 45

Trainees admitted 12 8

Trainees discharged 8 5

Programme Outcome
ODC’s structured training component helps trainees develop self-discipline 

and stay focused on the goals they want to achieve. In FY2015, 23 out of 30 

trainees achieved at least one new goal that supports and promotes social and 

community integration.  
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At the same time, we recognised her ability to regain independence. Thus we did a Task Analysis where tasks were 

broken down into smaller steps and the caseworker’s initial support gradually reduced as the client showed progress in 

the various phases. Instead of coming to ODC to pick her, we arranged for caregivers to wait for H at nearby locations as 

shown in the following pictures: 

Phase 1 - Caregiver to wait for trainee at the opposite block. 

Phase 2 - Caregiver to wait for trainee at the nearest bus stop.

Phase 3 - Caregiver to wait for trainee at the bus interchange.

Phase 4 - Trainee to take bus home on her own.

Phase 5 - Trainee to travel independently.

To reach the final stage it took the caregiver and the caseworker 9 months of working together. Today, H travels 

independently and her biggest progress is that she is also assisting us in running errands in the community.

Phase 1 

Phase 3

Phase 2

Phase 4
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CLUB 3R ACTIVITIES
Club 3R operates Mondays to Fridays from 12 pm to 

6pm, and is closed on weekends and public holidays. 

Club activities are jointly organised and conducted by 

the centre coordinator, caseworkers and peer specialists. 

The activities are divided into two categories - leisure and 

psycho-rehabilitation programmes. Examples of leisure 

activities include art-making sessions, movie screening, 

board games, visits to new shopping malls, and cooking. 

To promote a healthy lifestyle, there are sports and 

outdoor activities such as bowling, soccer and badminton 

too. Psycho-rehabilitation programmes include Personal 

Effectiveness for Successful Living (PESL), social skills and 

recovery modules. Occasionally, life skills programme and 

educational programme are also conducted. 

Building on the goal of cultivating peer empowerment, 

the club has started monthly sharing sessions to gather 

feedback and ideas from club members. In alignment 

with the peer support programme, the club encourages 

members to run activities based on their strengths 

to promote peer recovery culture. As of March 2016, 

the peer-run activities form 25% of the club activities 

(approximately 5 out of 20 monthly sessions).

Club 3R was established to create a space for persons with psychiatric conditions to 
cultivate their sense of wellness and wellbeing. Its programmes are operated without 
government funding. Adopting the ideals of Relaxation, Rehabilitation and Recovery, Club 
3R helps members in the recovery journey regain confidence and inspire positive changes 
in their lives. These are facilitated through activities that promote psychological, social and 
vocational rehabilitation, spurring our beneficiaries towards a purposeful and meaningful life 
within the community.

OBJECTIVES OF CLUB 3R 
- To facilitate care and rehabilitation of members through 

a supportive environment where enhancement of 

personal growth, potential and vocational skills are 

provided.

- To encourage members to partake in recreational 

activities with relaxation as a basis for recovery. 

CLUB MEMBERSHIP
Adults with their stabilised mental health conditions 

(recovering persons) and those who are following up 

regularly with their psychiatrists are welcome to join Club 

3R. Intake interviews for the assessments of suitability 

and readiness are conducted by caseworkers during the 

registration phase. Successful applicants pay a nominal 

annual membership fee of five dollars. 

Besides receiving monthly newsletters that provide 

updates of activities and programmes taking place in the 

club, Club 3R members get to enjoy recreational activities 

and outings organised by the club at highly-subsidised 

rates. Our members are supported by caseworkers 

and social workers who will work with them towards 

achieving personal goals or employment opportunities.

 11 new members passed the probation in FY 15, 
bringing the total number of registered members to 

296 as at 31 March 2016.

Soccer sessions organised by our peers for the club members
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Special Event
Last year, several Club 3R members were selected to 

represent the club in a basketball competition. Without 

prior practice, the boys braved through and clinched 

third place! 

Attendance and Activities at Club 3R (Toa Payoh)
The table below showcases the quarterly breakdown of 

attendances for FY15.

Month Oasis Club Daily Average 

Apr-Jun 2015 1119 18

Jul-Sep 2015 963 16

Oct-Dec 2015 996 16

Jan-Mar 2016 908 15

Total 3986 16

Besides daily afternoon activities, there were also evening 

activities on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 6pm to 8pm, 

making a total of 257 activities organised in FY2015

The table below showcases the types of activities 

and number of sessions conducted on Tuesday and 

Wednesday evenings.

Evening Activities from April 2015 to March 2016

Tuesday Sessions Wednesday Sessions

Keep Fit 49 Members’ Hour 13

Oasis Kitchen 12

Karaoke 26

Total Sessions 49 51

Monthly Outings
Outings were arranged monthly as part of psycho-social 

rehabilitation, allowing for social interaction opportunities, 

fun and enjoyment. These outings also catered to working 

members who would otherwise be too busy to network 

and mingle with other members.

The table below showcases the excursion locations that 

members visited in FY2015.

Month Venue Month Venue

Apr 2015
Changi Aviation 
Gallery

Oct
Singapore 
Discovery Centre

May 
Civil Defence Force 
Heritage

Nov
SG 50 Jigsaw 
Puzzle

Jun Gardens by the Bay Dec
Christmas Light 
Outing

July
Picnic at Marina 
Barrage

Jan 2016
The Future of Us 
Exhibition

Aug
Sungei Buloh 
Wetland Reserve

Mar Jurong Frog Farm

Special Event
Club members were invited to participate in a bowling 

event organised by Singapore Bowling Federation in 

March this year. The event took place at the newly-

opened bowling centre located at Temasek Club. 
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Oasis Club Members’ Attendance 
The table below highlights the participation rate of Oasis Club members in FY15.

Total No. of Participants Avg. No. of Participants

FY14 FY15 FY14 FY15

Tuesday 841 652 16 13

Wednesday 881 800 17 16

Saturday 227 161 19 13

Total 1949 1613 52 42

Counselling Support and Case Management 
Caseworkers in the club provided supportive counselling and case management 

to empower clients and help them in their reintegration within the community. 

In FY2015, 459 sessions of supportive counselling were sought by members. 

The issues that were commonly raised included difficulties in interpersonal 

relationships, employment issues and managing mental health conditions. 

From April 2015 to March 2016, 26 clients gained employment while 

10 sustained their jobs with the support they received through case 

management and counselling.

Selling popcorn at a hospital
In addition to counselling and employment support, caseworkers also tapped 

on other internal and external services to meet members’ needs. These include 

medical help, financial assistance, art therapy and skills building. Caseworkers 

also support caregivers when needed and provide holistic support to every 

club member.

Outing to Jurong Frog Farm

Our members joining in the SG50 Outing

Celebrating SG50 OutingChristmas Lightup Outing

Flower Arrangement Training
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Peer Support Specialists
For FY15, Peer Support Specialists from Club 3R spread the recovery message to a total of 1,718 people through outreach 

events and talks. There was national media coverage by Channel News Asia and Lianhe Zaobao on the Peer Support 

Specialist course which trained Persons-in-Recovery to be employed as peer support workers in the mental health sector. 

Peer Support Specialists work closely with other mental health professionals through peer support work and peer 

advocacy. Recovery-oriented programmes, such as psychological, social or vocational rehabilitation, were facilitated or co-

facilitated by Peer Support Specialists.  

Feedback from members

Peer Support Programme
In Jun 2015, Club 3R kick-started the Peer Supporter 

Programme. Under this programme, 5 Persons-in-

Recovery received relevant training that prepared 

them for different roles in the Club. The outcome was 

heartening as Peer Supporters reported an increased 

sense of well-being because they were positively involved 

in the recovery journey of others. Their involvement and 

participation in others’ recovery created a recovery culture 

in the Club where members saw that recovery is possible.

Because of the Peer Supporter Programme, club 

members are now more enthusiastic and forthcoming in 

contributing their talents through various club activities. 

The Peer Supporters who shared their talents and skills, 

in turn spread the sense of gratitude and joy to their 

recipients, inspiring them to give back to fellow peers.

“The writing and recitation of Chinese Classics have enriched my life with 
what I made myself go through and have opened my vision of a rich culture 
which is not shared by the majority of the members of the club. Befriending 
the members requires me to get to know their history and life. Paired with my 
psychiatry practice, I get a better understanding of mental health issues.
 
With these two activities which I am involved in, I find myself full of 
appreciation and I am happy with my function in the club.”

Dr Lau Chi Woh, Peer Supporter 
Poem sharing facilitator

“With the activity conducting, I got a 
goal in life. I feel my life is meaningful. 
Otherwise, I will waste away my 
time. I have gained back my self-
confidence and self-esteem. I don’t 
feel stressed out. My life can carry on 
as usual and I feel happy.”

Sunny Chng, member of Club 3R 
Mandarin class facilitator

Peer Support Training: Brainstorming Outcome Note

Peer Supporter Certification Cermony
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The Journey of Annie
Annie (not her real name) was having a tough period 

in her life. She was diagnosed with bipolar disorder 

many years ago and was on psychiatric treatment. She 

thought that medication alone would make her well 

again and was doing freelance work as she could not find 

permanent employment. 

Although Annie knew that her medication was helping 

her, she still felt something was amiss in her recovery. 

Annie suffered a relapse in 2014 and she felt hopeless. 

One day she chanced upon the SAMH website and since 

then she has been visiting the website from time to time. 

She finally decided that she had nothing to lose and 

decided to try counselling at SAMH and made her first call 

to the SAMH Helpline.

Annie was invited for counselling and she felt that 

she had come to the right place as SAMH Counselling 

Services specialised in mental health related issues. She 

believed that her counsellor was an angel sent from the 

heavens to help her. Through her counsellor, Annie learnt 

various coping strategies which were valuable to her. 

With her permission, the counsellor also spoke to Annie’s 

parents on how to better communicate with her and 

referred her to a psycho-educational group called the 

Illness Management and Recovery programme.

Helpline Service
SAMH’s toll-free helpline 1800-283 7019, as well as its 

counselling email, serve as the first points of contact for 

individuals who wished to be linked up to mental health 

professionals. Our helpline and counselling email have 

also been a key avenue of access for existing clients, who 

require emotional support and are seeking to enhance 

their coping skills. Callers are provided, if and when 

necessary, with the option of face-to-face counselling to 

work on their issues as in the case of Annie. The following 

table lists the number of helpline calls attended to which 

is categorised according to the types of issues discussed. 

The team of counsellors attended to at least 3000 calls 

annually over the past few years.

Table 1.      Number of Helpline Calls 

Financial Year (FY)

Types of difficulties / Problems discussed FY2013 FY2014 FY2015

Schizophrenia 560 604 343

Mood Disorders 559 538 525

Anxiety Disorders 541 432 434

Family, Child & Adolescent (caregiving-related issues) 486 595 520

Stress-related Issues 128 127 94

Interpersonal / Relationship Issues 160 125 201

Marital Issues 33 63 66

Sexuality & Gender Identity Issues 24 12 7

Employment-related Issues 145 109 120

Others (SAMH programmes, mental health, community resource referrals and issues 
not otherwise mentioned above)

1248 1169 1058

Total 3884 3774 3368
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Face-To-Face Sessions
Table 2 shows the number of direct clients (clients who sought counselling to 

work on their issues), number of indirect clients (caregivers, family members 

or friends of direct clients who attended the counselling sessions) and the 

number of face-to-face sessions for the past three years. The number of direct 

and indirect clients includes both voluntary andmandated clients.

The second run of the Support Group for persons with social anxiety 

commenced in Jan 2016. Eight participants registered for the group. 

Table 2. Face-to-face Counselling Caseload 
FY No. of Direct Clients No. of Indirect Clients No. of Sessions  

(face-to-face)

FY2013 276 120 1389

FY2014 335 96 1635

FY2015 337 83 1543

Emailed Enquiries
The table below depicts the number of emailed correspondences received 

over the past three years:

Table 3. Face-to-face Counselling Caseload

FY Emailed correspondences received 

FY2013 1691

FY2014 1247

FY2015 1201

 

Summary of Counselling Services
Table 4 shows the total number of requests that were attended to:

Table 4. Requests for Counselling Service

FY Helpline calls 
attended

No. of Sessions
(face-to-face)

Emailed Enquiries Total

FY2013 3884 1389 1691 6964

FY2014 3774 1635 1247 6656

FY2015 3368 1543 1201 6112

The total number of requests for counselling service has remained steadily at 

over 6,000 in the past three years. The slight drop in the total number of requests 

for counselling is likely to be due to changes in the manpower staffing.
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Future Planning
The caseload for our counsellors has remained stable and we hope to be relocated to 

a bigger premise at a centralised location as part of our efforts to reach out to more 

clients who are experiencing mental health concerns as well as those who may be 

at risk of developing mental illness. With bigger premises, we will be better able to 

take in more counselling interns and to better equip them to work with persons with 

mental health issues.

Perspective of counselling from a client with anxiety disorder
It all started in 1988. I did not know then that I was suffering from anxiety. It took an 
experienced and sympathetic doctor to help identify my problems. It took quite a few 
months with a combination of anti-anxiety medicine, multivitamins and exercise 
regime (swimming and Qigong) to get me back to normal.

However, the anxiety reoccurred on and off and it peaked in Aug 2012 and I sought 
help from SAMH for counselling to deal with my anxiety. Coupled with meditation, I 
was able to recover in early 2013.

In Oct 2015, anxiety struck me again and, once more, I sought help from SAMH, 
together with other treatments at the hospital. I gradually recovered in March 2016.

From my experience, it takes a combination of various methods to treat anxiety and 
counselling definitely helps in the following ways:

1. Counselling provides a sympathetic ear for those who need someone to pour 
out their problems to. This is important as not many people, including medical 
physicians, have a good understanding of mental health issues.

2. It helps me to quantify my issues and this makes the problems look less threatening.

3. A trained counsellor provides hope and direction for those who suffer from anxiety. 
My own experience is that when I am in a dire state of anxiety, my counsellor’s voice 
through the phone provides a very comforting assurance that help is on the way.

4. Sometimes, a few right words of advice or suggestion make a lot of difference. It 
provides a different perspective for me to view my situation in a new light with new 
hope for recovery.

5. I am also able to see results practising the suggestions or advice provided by the 
counsellor. 

C O U N S E L L I N G  S E R V I C E S
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SAMH offers a variety of support programmes to 
beneficiaries and caregivers to promote resilience and 
community integration. These programmes are: 

Caregivers Support Group
Mental Health Interactive Group 
Sunshinepath Support Group 
Illness Management & Recovery (IMR) Programme 
Support for Eating Disorders Singapore (SEDS)

The individual programme looks into the specific needs 
and types of support required by the beneficiaries and their 
caregivers. Every programme targets areas requiring support 
for conditions that are commonly experienced or encountered.

CAREGIVERS SUPPORT GROUP 
The Caregivers Support Group (CSG) is created for people who are supporting, 

or are concerned with supporting the mental well-being of their loved ones 

with mental illness. It is facilitated in both English and Mandarin. Members 

meet regularly to share their experiences, to learn mutual ways in supporting 

their loved ones and to provide emotional support to one another. The 

support group provides a safe and supportive platform for caregivers to 

discuss challenges they face, and to share and learn useful coping strategies 

with one another.
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Objectives:
• To provide support for caregivers

• To equip caregivers with the necessary knowledge and skills in supporting 

their loved ones who are affected by mental illness

• To allow caregivers opportunities to share experiences and to learn from 

experiences from other caregivers

• To increase social networking among caregivers

• To encourage caregivers and their significant others assume pro-active roles 

in advocacy efforts for people with psychiatric conditions

Membership/Group Activities 
This year, the Mandarin support group participated to learn a new skill - Flower 

Arrangement. A volunteer was invited to share the art of flower arrangement to 

the support group. The session was well-received with positive feedback. The 

group also participated in classroom sharing and attended talks by special guests 

that covered the topics on the struggles of people in their recovery journey.

Helen Yong, Head of Bukit Gombak Group Homes, was invited to give a talk on 

suicide intervention that served to equip the caregivers with basic information 

and knowledge that could enable them in helping their loved ones.

MENTAL HEALTH INTERACTIVE GROUP (MHIG)
The Mental Health Interactive Group is a closed group for persons recovering 

from schizophrenia and psychosis. Members meet to share information 

and experiences with peers and are able to feel empowered in the process 

of learning, giving and receiving social and emotional support. Vijay, our 

Peer Specialist facilitated the support group for persons recovering from 

schizophrenia and psychosis.

Objectives:
• To develop a social and emotional support network

• To increase competencies in coping with the stresses of daily living

• To gain deeper self-awareness through group experience

• To learn and develop coping strategies in managing life situations

Members meet fortnightly from 2pm to 3.30pm on the

second and fourth Friday of every month. The sessions are

facilitated by Vijay. 

Being a Peer Specialist, Vijay is able to draw on his own experiences regarding 

coping strategies and shares them with the group members.

12 meetings were held in the one year 
period (FY2015), with an average 
attendance of 9 members per session.

21 sessions were conducted in 
FY2015, with a total attendance 
of 200 and an average of 10 
participants per session.
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SUNSHINEPATH SUPPORT GROUP
The Sunshinepath Support Group supports persons 

recovering from depression, bipolar disorder and anxiety 

disorders. Members gather monthly on the first Mondays, 

from 7.30pm-9.30pm. Meetings and contents are jointly 

planned and facilitated by SAMH staff and Sunshinepath 

Committee members in the support group. 

Guest speakers from external agencies, as well as in-

house staff have also conducted talks and discussions 

throughout FY2015.

Membership/Group Activities
In August 2015, Dr Joseph Leong was invited to share on 

medication to the group.

Many of our members attended and have gained valuable 

knowledge on the types of medications and their side 

effects that accompany the medicine.

They have also benefitted tremendously from the Q&A 

session that Dr Leong conducted. 

A total of 10 sessions were conducted in FY2015, with an 
average of 19 attendees per session

Law and Mental Health Talk

Sunshinepath end -of-year BBQ gathering
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Law and Mental Health Talk
The club also hosted a talk on Law and Mental Health, conducted by Mr 

Melvin and Mr Alwin. The session was very well-received by the members. 

Each meeting included a peer support group interaction where members 

break up into small groups for personal sharing.

ILLNESS MANAGEMENT & RECOVERY PROGRAMME (IMR)
The Illness Management and Recovery Programme (IMR) was launched in July 

2006 with the aims to educate and equip Persons with Mental Illnesses (PMIs) 

with the knowledge and skills to manage their illness effectively. 

The programme utilises the IMR manual that was developed by New 

Hampshire-Dartmouth Psychiatric Research Centre and West Institute in USA. 

IMR comprises 9 topics that are designed to help persons with schizophrenia, 

bipolar disorder and or depression, to develop personalised strategies in 

managing their mental illness and to move forward in their lives.  

Every topic is covered in a 2-hour session and the entire programme 

conducted over a period of 9 weeks.

Four Illness Management and Recovery Programme workshops were conducted 
in FY15 for 26 participants recovering from schizophrenia, depression or bipolar 

disorder. 20 of them successfully completed the programme.
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SUPPORT FOR EATING DISORDERS SINGAPORE (SEDS)
The Support for Eating Disorders Singapore (SEDS) group was officially 

launched on 25 Feb 2001. Started as a self-help group in 1999 by persons 

recovering from eating disorders, SEDS has since stepped forward to fill the 

service gaps. SEDS conducts meetings that are “open” to any persons who are 

survivors recovering from eating disorders, as well as their supporters.

Objectives
• To educate and support persons with eating disorders and their supporters in 

a caring and encouraging environment.

• To educate the public and disseminate information on the prevalence and 

nature of the illness in order to de-stigmatise and encourage early treatment, 

recovery and advocacy.

Structure of Group
The group meets monthly, on the first Thursday evenings from 7.15pm to 

8.45pm, at LIFE Centre, Singapore General Hospital (SGH). Psychoeducational 

talks on recovery strategies, nutrition and self-care are presented before 

the respective group sharing. Last year, caregivers and persons who have 

recovered from eating disorders were invited to share experiences and 

journeys within the support group. This served to motivate caregivers and 

those who are still in the process of recovery, aiding them in overcoming their 

eating disorders together with their loved ones.

The support meetings are co-facilitated by SGH health care professionals, 

volunteer counsellors and SAMH staff.

12 sessions were conducted in FY15, 
with average attendance of 20 participants per session.
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Creative Services is a platform to promote 
psychological wellness and mental health recovery through 
the use of expressive therapies, sports and outdoor activities. 
These services are provided at two of our centres, strategically 
located in different locations: Creative MINDSET in the West 
and Creative Hub in the East. We built the centres based on 
the belief that an individual’s mental health can benefit from 
holistic interventions by integrating arts with sports, outdoor, 
and occupational therapy.

Arts Skills 
In Creative Services, we support wellness by providing a variety of skill 

sessions, which include visual arts, music and dance. This learning process 

cultivates patience and attentiveness. The sessions are specially designed 

for the participants to learn different techniques in a conducive and safe 

environment. Both Creative Hub and Creative Mindset hope that participants 

will be able to develop their skills in a supportive environment, and enjoy the 

process of exploring the various art forms.

Individual and Group Therapy
Creative Services provides different types of individual and group therapy. It 

comprises counseling, art therapy and psychotherapy.

Sometimes when words are inadequate to express or convey the feelings 

within, art therapy provides an alternative way for individuals to translate inner 

and outer world experiences in a safe and socially-acceptable way. In talk 

therapy such as counselling and psychotherapy, participants are guided to 

learn about their moods, feelings, thoughts and behaviours.

Occupational Therapy
Occupational therapists at Creative MINDSET conduct a variety of programmes 

individually and as a group. Talks conducted by our occupational therapists 

cover a spectrum of topics which aim to reach out and teach adaptive skills 

to participants. The topics include Time Management where participants are 

given sound advice on using their time meaningfully, Coping with Change 

using the Occupational Therapy (OT) model, Combatting Stress for a Healthy 

Lifestyle, Cultivating Resilience and Budgeting. The open group helps to foster 

interaction among the participants and encourage peer support and learning.

One of our occupational therapists showing a 
sample to a client during an art sensory session.
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External Workshops and Outreach

Creative Services has conducted a number of art experiential 

workshops, art as therapy workshops and mental health related talks at various 

organisations during the financial year of 2015. These workshops and talks 

are great platforms for community outreach and a great opportunity for us to 

share the benefits of holistic intervention in the areas of mental health.

The range of workshops we offer allow participants to de-stress and 

enhance their mental well-being through greater self-awareness. Some 

of the organisations that SAMH collaborated with on Creative Services 

projects are as follows:

WORKSHOPS & OUTREACH

Art Skills Workshop at National Gallery of 
Singapore Spectrum Workshop held at the National 

Gallery of Singapore on Mar 2016

Getting to Rainbow’s End workshop in April 
2015,held in collaboration with CaliberLink

Art Workshop for clients of SPD, held in collaboration with HSBC in September 2015.
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Art Skills Workshops conducted at The National Library Board

Psycho-education and peer sharing workshop conducted for Ngee Ann 
Polytechnic students at Creative MINDSET

Art Experiential Workshop conducted to NUS students at Creative MINDSET
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Art Exhibitions & Performance

Creative Services seeks to provide clients and participants with opportunities to showcase their creative 

expressions through exhibitions and public spaces. These occasions serve to promote self-confidence and a sense of 

achievement.

We held several events in 2015 that featured our works to the public:

Dates Exhibition / Event

1 to 5 July 2015 “Leaping Forward, Moving Beyond” at The Arts House

10 Oct 2015 M.A.D Race Exhibition at Sentosa

30 Oct 2015 Community Engagement Night at Hotel Fort Canning

15 Nov 2015 MINDSET Challenge Vertical Marathon at Marina Bay Financial Centre, Tower 1

Leaping Forward Moving Beyond  

is an annual exhibition organised by Creative Services which provides clients 

and participants opportunities to showcase the fruits of their creative labour 

in exhibitions and at public spaces. Such opportunities provide a sense of 

achievement and affirmation. These exhibitions are also avenues for members 

of the public to have a better understanding of the beneficial impact of 

creating art to one’s mental wellness.
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Creative Hub held its annual exhibition, funded 

by the National Arts Council (NAC), at The Arts House on 

1st to 5th July 2015. Entitled “Leaping Forward, Moving 
Beyond”, the opening night on 1st July was graced 

by Mr Chan Chun Sing, Minister in the Prime Minister’s 

Office. The exhibition showcased artworks by budding 

artists, participants and clients of Creative Hub. This 

exhibition also included the process and outcomes of 

two special projects managed by Creative Hub:

• A drama was performed in collaboration with The 

Glowers Drama Club. The performers used umbrellas 

painted by the elderly from Thye Hua Kwan Seniors’ 

Activity Centre @ MacPherson as part of their 

performance.

• Life-sized swings created by the youth of Chen Su Lan 

Methodist Children’s Home in collaboration with Mr 

Victor Tan; a wire sculptor and artist who, despite his 

visual impairment, overcame the odds and pursued  his 

passion in creative arts.
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Art Exhibitions & Performance

Number of attendees for Creative Services for the period starting April 2015 to 

March 2016

Month Creative Hub Creative MINDSET

April 2015 566 NA

May 2015 489 14

June 2015 166 30

July 2015 140 57

August 2015 110 55

September 2015 130 72

October 2015 93 131

November 2015 108 110

December 2015 75 94

January 2016 164 161

February 2016 72 81

March 2016 269 197

*Creative MINDSET was officially opened on 30th Jan 2016

Psycho-education talk to Republic Polytechnic students at Creative MINDSET
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A SPECIAL FEATURE FOR CREATIVE SERVICES

Leveraging on the therapeutic effects of sports, 
outdoors and art, Project Outdoor kicked off in June 
last year, seeking to engage a group of young people 
in their rehabilitation process. The carefully thought-
out programme encompassed a myriad of activities 
which were aimed at enhancing the participants’ self-
esteem as well as social and communication skills at 
the end of the one-year engagement.

Participants joined in exciting sports and outdoor 
activities on a monthly basis to build cohesiveness, 
teamwork and rapport. For many participants, it 
was an opportunity to experience for the first time, 
stand-up paddling, floor ball, sailing and artificial 
caving. And to complete the experience, they 
were also encouraged to meet monthly for group 
art therapy, a platform for them to express their 
emotions and thoughts creatively. As coordinators of 
Project Outdoor, we were privileged to observe the 
transformation of the participants, who went beyond 
the invisible boundaries (whether self-perceived or 

otherwise) to overcome the challenges encountered 
during the various activities. Everyone displayed an 
admirable tenacity that words cannot describe. We 
were all elated that four of the participants were 
successfully certified for a basic sailing certificate - an 
exemplary display of their courage and resilience!

This memorable year-long programme was recently 
wrapped up in May.  We were deeply gratified 
as organisers to see them embarking on a new 
beginning in their life journey.
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Mobile Support Team commenced in January 2014 with a 

three-year funding from AIC-Tote Board Community Healthcare Fund.

Mobile Support Team was formed to reach out to individuals and their 

caregivers in the community who may be at risk of having mental illness and 

are usually identified by the police, grassroots, Town Councils and HDB officers.

The objectives of the Mobile Support Team are to:

• reduce emotional distress of individuals suspected with mental illness and 

their caregivers;

• improve relationships

• empower self-growth

• promote self-actualisation

The Service, which was supposed to field two teams comprising a caseworker 

and a Peer Specialist each, was not operating in its full capacity in FY2015. 

Their mission was to:

• perform a risk or resource assessment

• support clients and caregivers with case management

• explore platforms to magnify clients’ and caregivers’ strengths and support 

network

Agencies can contact the Mobile Support Team via samhmobile@samhealth.org.sg.  

After an initial assessment, Mobile Support Team may conduct a home visit 

together with the referring agency or invite the clients to meet up for a follow-up.

Future Directions
There is a need for case management follow-up in the community but 

many people may not be aware of how to go about accessing help or even 

know what resources are available for them out there. The Team is striving 

to introduce its services to all the 89 grassroots constituencies in Singapore. 

Moving forward, we hope to receive continued funding in order to have teams 

of four field staff each in various locations when recruitment is possible after 

the next run of Peer Support Specialist training.

Figure 1: Caseload from 1 Apr 2015 to 31 Mar 2016
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The Community Outreach & Education programme aims to promote public 

awareness of mental health, and to reduce stigma against mental illness. In FY2015, SAMH was involved in a total of 90 

events in-line with these objectives.  

FY Public Forums
Talks/ 

Workshops

Art Exhibitions / 

Workshops
Training Outreach Visits to SAMH Media Total

2015 4 31 13 4 22 14 20 108

2014 4 22 5 3 49 10 12 105

2013 6 27 12 5 35 9 11 105

Mental Health Talks/Workshops
In FY2015, SAMH was very active in conducting talks and 

workshops for external parties, with demands coming 

from schools, ministries, corporate organisations, to other 

social service agencies. We are grateful for the many 

invitations to share our expertise, to increase public 

awareness on a wide range of mental health topics – 

from stress management and communication skills, to 

understanding common mental health problems. 

We also enjoyed yet another year of collaboration 

with CaliberLink – under the Workforce Development 

Agency – designing a series of mental health talks and 

art experiential workshops focusing on coping with 

stress and increasing self-awareness for persons in career 

transitions. Almost a quarter of the talks and workshops 

conducted in FY2015 was related to the use of art. We also 

saw more invitations to our peer specialists to share their 

inspiring stories of recovery. Recognising the impact of 

real-life sharing, SAMH also created more opportunities for 

peer specialists to co-present at external talks, in synergy 

with clinical staff. 

Outreach using Expressive Arts
FY2015 saw a series of exciting events that aimed 

to promote awareness of mental wellness through 

expressive arts. These included flamenco dance 

performances at CHIJMES, flashmobs at various areas 

in town, music band performances, and hands-on art 

workshops. These platforms not only gave users of our 

creative services a great opportunity to perform and 

showcase their talents and passion, but also allowed 

for the public to get to know more about the fun and 

enjoyable aspects of mental wellness. 

MINDSET POP-Up Store
Thanks to the generous support of MINDSET, a registered 

charity of the Jardine Matheson Group, SAMH has been 

co-operating a pop-up store at CityLink Mall since Dec 

2015, selling items handcrafted by clients alongside 

partner agencies viz. Club Heal and Singapore Anglican 

Community Services. This social enterprise initiative 

has given many clients the chance to take part in retail 

training and obtain valuable on-the-job training where 

they help to manage the store together with staff. At the 

same time, shoppers browsing the store get to see the 

talented output of persons with mental health concerns 

– evident in the exquisite items of art and handicrafts. At 

the same time, members of the public get to know more 

about mental health help agencies in the community.  
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Collaborations / Partnerships
SAMH is indeed grateful to one and all who have reached out to us or collaborated with us in FY2015 with the 

objective of increasing awareness and understanding of mental health. We look forward to doing more meaningful 

and impactful work with all community partners and stakeholders to promote the message of recovery and wellness 

in the coming year. 

OUTREACH
2015 2016 Event Target Audience Programme in-charge

12 Apr
Rubber Band performance at Music Therapy Day 
(Association for Music Therapists)

85 Activity Hub

14 Apr Mental Wellness Week at Pioneer Junior College 10 YouthReach

24 & 25 Apr Singapore Flamenco Festival 2015 200 Activity Hub, Creative Services

25 & 26 May Outreach at Hwa Chong Institution 50 YouthReach

29 Aug Mental Health Symposium by Dot Growth Connections 200
Peer Support Services,  
Social Enterprise

6 Sep Flamenco Dance Performance at Orchard Central 200 Activity Hub, 

27 Sep
World Mental Health Day Celebration by Silver Ribbon 
Singapore 

100 Community Education

1 to 2 Oct Regional Congress of the World Federation of Mental Health 200 Community Education

7 Oct
World Mental Health Day Celebration by Khoo Teck Puat 
Hospital

200 Social Enterprise

9 Oct
World Mental Health Day Celebration by Tan Tock Seng 
Hospital

150
Social Enterprise,  
Support Services

10 Oct Make-A-Difference Race 150 Community Education

11 & 18 Oct Flamenco Dance Flashmob 100 Activity Hub, Creative Services

27 Oct World Mental Health Day 2015@PSB Academy 30 YouthReach

15 Nov Healthy Minds Happy Lives Carnival (CRSS) at Jurong Spring 50 Community Education

20 Nov
JurongHealth Good Neighbour Day at Ng Teng Fong 
General Hospital

40 Community Education

5 Dec Ctrl + Shift Project 50 Creative Services
17 Jan Launch of HEAL Me@Marsiling 300 Bukit Gombak Group Homes

18 Jan
Social Awareness Campaign @ Singapore Institute of 
Management (SIM)

20
Community Education, 
YouthReach

25 Jan Career Talk to NUS psychology students 20 Community Education

17 Feb Victoria Junior College's Values-in-Action Fair 50 Community Education

13 Mar Bukit Batok East Community Health Fair 1000 Bukit Gombak Group Homes

23 Mar
Workshop "Windows to Your Heart" at Lifelong Learning 
Institute

22 Creative Services

 
PUBLIC FORUMS

2015 2016 Forum Title No. of 
participants Programme in-charge

11 Apr Gateway to Cyber Wellness 126 Community Education

30 May Care for Persons with Mental Health Concerns - Legal, Trust & Financing 181 Community Education

14 Nov Rising Up from Depression 293 Community Education

18 Mar Stress Management & Cultivating Resilience 99 Community Education
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Our Community Education staff 

participating at Jurong Health’s 

Good Neighbour Day at Ng Teng 

Fong Hospital. They brought along 

collaterals, information on mental 

health and clients’ artwork to advocate 

and share their knowledge on the 

importance of mental wellness.

Public Forum:

Rising from Depression & Mandarin 

Workshop @ Yuhua CC

Talk on “ Communicating with Person 

in Distress” at Annual Forum of the 

Association of Oral Health Therapists
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2015 2016 TALKS/WORKSHOPS No. of 
participants Programme in-charge

22 Apr Talk on "Emotional Resilience" to students from Millennia Institute 180 Community Education

28 Apr Talk on "Getting to Rainbow's End" at Lifelong Learning Institute 19 Creative Services

20 May Talk on "Self-Esteem" to students from Millennia Institute 180 Community Education

3 Jun Talk on "Mindfulness-based stress reduction to increase well-being" at National 
Kidney Foundation 90 Community Education

12 Jun Art Experiential Workshop for Youths from Lakeside Family Services 14 Creative Services

16 Jun Talk on "The Art of Mindfulness" at Lifelong Learning Institute 20 Community Education

23 & 24 Jun Roadshow at Republic Polytechnic Mental Wellness Week 80 YouthReach

28 Jun Mandarin talk on "Mental Wellness, Happy Seniors” at Canberra CC 30 Community Education

25 Jul Pointilism workshop "Painting Mountains" for AWWA elderly 12 Creative Services

30 Jul Talk on "The Importance of Mental Well-being" to staff of Siltronic 60 Community Education

13 Aug Art Experiential Workshop for Team Bonding at Marriott Tang Plaza 12 Creative Services

14 Aug Mental Health Workshop for Employers at Lifelong Learning Institute 20 Community Education

5 Sep Outreach at seminar "Understanding Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder" at HPB 
Auditorium 200 YouthReach

18 Sep Talk on "Mental Wellness, Happy Seniors" at Agape Village 30 Community Education

26 Sep Mandarin Workshop on "Understanding Mental Health" at Yuhua CC 25 Community Education

29 Sep Sharing of recovery stories by peer specialists at NCSS Okay! 50 Peer Support Services

1 to 3 Oct Presentation on Peer Support Programme in Singapore at World Federation  
for Mental Health - Peer Support Services

5 Oct Workshop on Zentangles at National Library Board (Jurong West) 2 Creative Services

15 Oct Talk on "Stress Management" to staff of SBS Transit (Rail) 200 Community Education

15 Oct Talk on "Story of My Life" at National Library Board 2 Creative Services

20 Oct Talk on "Insights to Mental Health and Recovery" to staff of NCSS 150 Community Education

22 Oct Talk on "Towards a Healthy Mind" at Thye Hua Kwan Social Service Hub 30 Community Education

24 Oct Talk on "Communicating with Persons in Distress" at Annual Forum of the 
Association of Oral Health Therapists 50 Community Education

28 Oct Talk on "Recovery & Advocacy: Dignity in Mental Health" to students at IMH 
Education Hub 40 Peer Support Services

2 to 5 Nov Presentation on Peer Support Specialist Programme at World Association for 
Psychiatric Rehabilitation in South Korea - Peer Support Services

6 Nov Art & Mental Wellness Experiential Workshop for N8 Cluster 19 Creative Services

17 Nov Talk on "Rising from Depression" to students at Singapore Institute of 
Technology 30 Peer Support Services

2 Dec Talk on "Understanding Depression" to Singapore Prisons officers 120 Community Education

2 Dec Support Groups for Caregivers 24 Community Education

5 Dec Talk on "ABC of Mental Health" for foster parents 30 YouthReach

18 Dec Talk on "Mindfulness for Better Well-being" for staff of Changi Airport 40 Community Education

23 Dec Creative Team Play Workshop conducted for AIC 7 Creative Services

18 Jan Talk on "Managing Stress" to students and staff of SIM 50 YouthReach

20 Jan Talk on Mental Health for students at Republic Polytechnic 80 Creative Services

24 Jan Workshop "Introduction to Using Art" to NUS staff 16 Creative Services

25 Jan Talk on "Understanding Depression & Emotional CPR" to SCORE 24 Community Education

18 Feb Presentation on Youth Mental Health to West Cluster school counsellors  
and SSOs 70 YouthReach

24 Feb Art Experiential Workshop "Paint to the Sound of Rain" for UOB staff 20 Creative Services

25 Feb Growing as a Family through Challenging Times 24 Community Education

27 Feb Little Book of Simple Things - Pointillism Workshop at Star Vista 20 Creative Services, 
Community Education

7 Mar Talk on Youth Mental Health at Shelton College 50 YouthReach

10 Mar Talk on "Cultivating Resilience" to staff from Ministry of Education 80 Community Education

22 Mar Talk on "When Dieting Goes Too Far" to NUS students 30 Community Education

23 Mar Workshop on Enhancing Self Awareness at Lifelong Learning Institute 23 Creative Services
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OUTREACH
Date Training Event No. 

participants
Programme  
in-charge

27 May Train-the-trainer mental health workshop for public transport managers at SBS Transit 50 Community Education

28 May Train-the-trainer mental health workshop for public transport managers at SBS Transit 50 Community Education

3 Jun Train-the-trainer mental health workshop for public transport managers at SBS Transit 50 Community Education

5 Sep Mental Health Awareness Training for Grassroots Leaders from Tampines North 40 Community Education

MEDIA PUBLICITY

Date Media Summary of Media Coverage Programme  
in-charge

31 Jan Lianhe Zaobao Article on Launch of Creative Mindset Centre at Jurong Point Shopping Centre
Corporate 
Communications

10 Feb The Straits Times Article on "4 students in gruelling race to help mentally ill"
Corporate 
Communications

VISITS
Date Summary of Visits Programme in-charge

2 Apr Visit by Victoria BLEAZARD Campaign Director, Rethink Mental Illness YouthReach

13 Apr Visit by 2 US mental health workers to Oasis Day Centre Community Education

14 Oct Visit by 15 students from Singapore Polytechnic to engage residents in 
a basketball tournament in Activity Hub Activity Hub

8 Jun Visit by 14 ITE students to Activity Hub for National Day cum Hari Raya 
celebrations Activity Hub

29 Jul Visit by MOH Holdings to Bukit Gombak Group Homes Bukit Gombak Group Homes

11 Aug Visit by 5 staff members of SSO to Bukit Gombak Group Homes Bukit Gombak Group Homes

13 Aug Visit by 5 MSF staff to Bukit Gombak Group Homes Bukit Gombak Group Homes

24 Aug Visit by NCSS CEO to Bukit Gombak Group Homes & Creative Mindset Bukit Gombak Group Homes, Creative Services

26 Aug Visit by 25 IMH Medical Social Workers to Bukit Gombak Group Homes Bukit Gombak Group Homes

23 Nov Visit by 6 visitors  from Ministry of Social and Family Development,  
including Minister, to Activity Hub Activity Hub

15 Dec Visit by 7 caregivers and 4 students from Singapore Polytechnic for 
Christmas party celebration at Activity Hub Activity Hub

3 Feb Visit by 4 NUS students to YouthReach Centre YouthReach

24 Feb Visit by 28 NUS students to Activity Hub Activity Hub

31 Mar Visit by Thuja Home's staff and resident to Bukit Gombak Group Homes Bukit Gombak Group Homes
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SAMH has a pool of volunteers who are 
either executive volunteers or direct/indirect 
service volunteers. The executive volunteers 
include our Management Committee 
members and a Panel of Speakers. Besides 
involvement in committee activities, SAMH 
executive volunteers also serve as resource 
persons and speakers for Community Mental 
Health Education outreach events at public 
forums and training workshops.

Direct/indirect service volunteers are mainly 
involved in SAMH service programmes held at 
our various centres. Direct service volunteers 
may interact with clients as befrienders or 
teach a skill as instructors or programme 
facilitators while indirect service volunteers 
help with ad-hoc projects in special events 
or to provide administrative support. We 
also have a number of group volunteers 
who organised activities and outings for the 
different programmes. They typically involve 
tertiary students, corporate groups, interest 
groups, churches or clubs.

Direct/Indirect Service Volunteer Overview
Oasis Day Centre (ODC) has a regular group of volunteers 

who come in on Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons. Our 

regular volunteer programmes with them are karaoke, 

craftwork and recreational activities. The centre also has 

student volunteers from St Andrew’s Junior College who 

organised and played interactive games with our ODC 

trainees on a regular basis. 

Besides these regular volunteers, Community Chest has 

also periodically linked ODC with corporate volunteers 

who wished to offer their volunteer services with the 

Centre. This year, officers from the Singapore Armed Forces 

chose ODC for their volunteer efforts as they wanted to 

have a better understanding of people with a mental 

health condition. The volunteers were each paired with 

our ODC trainees and they spent an afternoon working on 

origami as a befriending activity.

Bukit Gombak Group Homes receives a myriad of support 

from our volunteers. Over the years, various individual and 

group volunteers have kindly helped to fulfil various needs 

of BGGH and its residents. A team of seven volunteers 

from Youth Corps Singapore (YCS) paired up with BGGH 

on a one-year project to explore areas in which our clients 

can be better supported. The team made several visits to 

BGGH to interact with our clients and to better understand 

their prevailing needs, which translates to better support. 

A food trail, organised by the team, was scheduled to take 

place in mid-2016 to promote unity and cohesion amongst 

the BGGH clients. 

Dr Chay Weng Fook from Thomson Dental Centre has 

continued with pro bono dental services to BGGH 

residents who are not able to afford dental fees or 

have difficulty getting an earlier appointment at the 

government dental clinics.

Number of Volunteers
The following table shows the number of volunteers for the past two years. 

Type of Volunteers FY2014 FY2015

Management Committee 14 13

Panel of Speakers 6 3

Individual Direct/Indirect Service Volunteers 
(excluding volunteers from groups and corporates)

39 97

Total of Individual Volunteers 59 113

Number of Volunteer Groups 14 14

V O L U N T E E R  P R O G R A M M E
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YouthReach continues to receive good support from individual 

and group volunteers for our youth beneficiaries through befriending and 

tutoring services. These volunteers come from various learning institutions and 

organisations, bringing with them innovative ideas for new activity sessions and 

ways of conducting them.

Among the individual volunteers who worked with YouthReach this year, one 

volunteer taught our clients a novel Kungfu dance. We also had volunteers 

conducting sessions for henna painting, craft work and hip hop dancing. Some 

volunteers also helped to tutor our youths who were preparing for their ‘O’ 

Level examinations whilst befriending them.  

During the June holidays in 2015, a group of students from the Science Faculty 

of the National University of Singapore (NUS) organised a series of outings for 

our youths. These included a picnic and kite flying day at the Marina Barrage, 

a visit to the Lee Kong Chian Natural History Museum and an ‘Amazing Race’ 

event at VivoCity which required the youths to work in teams to solve clues 

leading them to their final quest. 

Student volunteers from the Singapore Polytechnic taught our youths a dance 

and played ice-breaker games before heading for an excursion to the Singapore 

Arts Museum. During the September school holidays, another group of 

volunteers from NUS came together and organised a day camp at their school 

compound for our youths.

 

During the Halloween season, we had a Halloween-themed carnival where 

various group and individual volunteers came together to set up booths and 

assist at the event. The students from Ngee Ann Polytechnic organised a booth 

that allowed our youths to create their own DNA pendant using strawberry 

DNA extraction which was a unique and unusual experience for them. NUS 

volunteers set up a face/hand painting booth and also created an ’escape 

room’ adventure game that allowed both the youths and their caregivers to 

participate together.
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Creative Services’ volunteers played integral roles in supporting our staff as Creative Services’ volunteers 

played integral roles in supporting our staff as well as inspiring and engaging our participants through a series of 

interactive sessions and workshops. They also befriended and accompanied our participants in group activities thus 

contributing to the creation of a vibrant community that taps expansively on expressive arts and outdoors for mental 

wellness. 

Creative Hub organised and conducted an 

extensive range of programmes for FY2015 and these 

ranged from watercolour painting, photography skills, 

basic portrait sketching, painting with fabric to cross-

stitching. We had volunteers (including regular long-

serving volunteers) engage our public participants for the 

various programmes

One volunteer organised and conducted dance therapy 

sessions for YouthReach’s clients, a programme that helped 

the youths to be more aware of their body and expressing 

themselves through dance and movement. Another 

volunteer organised and started a series of singing and 

choral sessions for our participants, which culminated with 

performances at Activity Hub and Creative Mindset. There 

were also other volunteers who came forward to assist 

in our events, such as the National Arts Council-funded 

project Leaping Forward, Moving Beyond, The Swing and 

Brolly Projects; and our art exhibitions. We also had group 

volunteers helping out in a mural painting programme for 

beneficiaries of MSF –all contributing to great causea.

Creative MINDSETs’ volunteers engaged 

our participants in sessions such as Flamenco Dance 

classes, photography workshops, art experiential sessions, 

watercolour workshops and line dancing classes – 

contributing their passion and creativity to Creative 

MINDSET. 

A dedicated group of Psychology students from NUS 

also ran a music workshop that promoted sharing and 

expression through music. 

Additionally we had another 41 volunteers who spent 

their valued weekends helping out for Project Outdoors, a 

rehabilitation programme that uses the process of arts and 

outdoors to promote recovery from mental illness. 
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Club3R has, for the past years, a group of volunteers Cookarama who have 

been actively organising monthly cooking. Besides engaging the members in 

food preparation from a wide range of cultures and cuisines, Cookarama also 

organises other fun games and activities for the members. Club 3R also has a 

number of individual volunteers who regularly helped out in running activities, 

befriending our members and assisting in the monthly outings.

Activities for our Club3R members

Activity Hub @ Pelangi Village has a volunteer base 

that is very dedicated and innovative in their programmes and activities for 

our residents. One example is the group of 40 volunteers from MINDSET, a 

registered charity of the Jardine Matheson Group, who organised and arranged 

a cooking competition inspired by a reality cooking show. The residents 

teamed up with the volunteers and were given a set of ingredients, whereby 

they had to spontaneously prepare a meal. Participating residents had a 

resounding good time and gave the event their thumbs up! 

Activity Hub also had a group of student volunteers from Singapore 

Polytechnic (SP) who organised and participated in competitions with our 

residents. The first was a sandwich-making competition where they had to 

help the residents prepare and decorate sandwiches, followed by a basketball 

competition. The students also generously sponsored Swensen’s dining 

vouchers as prizes for the competitions. 

Every year without fail, student dancers from the School of Dance have been 

spending their time celebrating Christmas with our residents.  Last year, we had 

50 students put up a splendid song-and-dance performance for our residents. 

Activity Hub also has a very dedicated volunteer who has been conducting 

sessions on JAGA DIRI (Taking care of self) to a group of female residents every 

Thursday afternoon. 
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Volunteers play a very important role in 
supporting the work that SAMH does with  

all our clients and beneficiaries.

All of you, from all walks of life come forward 
to share your talents and passions with our 
residents, members and even their families, 

making an impact and leaving a positive 
impact in their lives.

These indelible marks also motivate us  
to keep to our Vision, Mission and Values.

We truly appreciate all the contribution  
made by each and every volunteer who chose 

to walk this path towards mental wellness  
with us at SAMH. 

THANK YOU VOLUNTEERS
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Peer Support Specialists are Persons-

in-Recovery from mental illness who are trained to 

partner their peers in the recovery process, offering hope, 

encouragement, and guidance. SAMH piloted the Peer 

Support Specialist training in 2012 and seeks to offer 

these Certified Peer Support Specialists employment 

opportunities, specifically to serve in our mental health 

sector as recovery educators and advocates.

 

 To achieve certification, a peer with potential is required 

to undergo training and pass a written examination. This 

ensures that the Peer Support Specialist is well equipped 

to practice peer recovery support from the start of their 

employment. In the mental health agency, the mental 

health practitioners and Peer Support Specialist work 

collaboratively to form a partnership with persons with 

mental illnesses. With the broad-based support, the goal is 

to empower persons with mental illnesses to reclaim their 

lives such that their illness is not all encompassing. This 

enables them to have better quality of life.

 

 Being the first agency to organise the Peer Support 

Specialist training and employment of the very first Peer 

Support Specialist in 2012, SAMH continues to take the 

lead in organising the training and offering employment 

opportunities in the subsequent years. With our 

experience in training and working with Peer Support 

Specialists, we regularly evaluate the programme and from 

our findings, it is timely in this financial year to implement 

some of the changes to the programme, in order to better 

equip peers aspiring to be Peer Support Specialists. 

 

OUR FINDINGS
 Although peer support work is still a relatively new field in the local scene, we recognise 

the benefits in engaging Peer Support Specialists in the mental health sector, such as:

- Greater awareness on mental ill health and recovery in view of the media publicity 

on Peer Support Specialists, and we believe this will ultimately reduce the stigma 

surrounding mental illness and promote acceptance of Persons-in-Recovery from 

mental ill health

- Persons with mental ill health and their caregivers are encouraged with the sharing by 

Peer Support Specialists and they are more hopeful that recovery is possible

- Peer Support Specialists feel that their own recovery is strengthened in the process of 

reaching out to others

- Enhancing the culture of recovery with more peers expressing interest to find out 

more about the role of Peer Specialists, and how they can contribute

On the other hand, we encountered challenges in driving the peer movement, and 

some of the factors are:

- Some peers with potential are hesitant to take up the vocation of a Peer Support 

Specialist even though they have expressed interest in being one, whilst there are 

others who have expressed interest but do not know what the role entails. One of the 

main concerns is that if their recovery stories are given extensive publicity there might 

be repercussions. 

- Lack of mentors for Peer Support Specialists, funding and training for existing clinical 

staff to work collaboratively with them.
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To manage some of these challenges, SAMH concluded that it is important to provide incremental training and exposure, 

for peers to try out and decide if Peer Support Specialist is a vocation that they want to pursue (see chart below). Even if 

they decide not to take on the role as a specialist, they have the option to volunteer as peer supporters. At the same time, 

training will be provided at various levels:

- Peers who are interested to volunteer their time to be peer supporters 

- Peers who aspire to be Peer Support Specialists and are undergoing training

- Newly-recruited Peer Support Specialists

- Peer Support Specialists who have acquired experiences

NCSS VWO “Bite Size” Project  
– Client Empowerment
SAMH submitted the proposal to develop the peer 

supporter training programme and was awarded the “bite 

size” project on client empowerment from NCSS, which 

commenced in December 2014 and completed in June 

2015. The aim is to develop the structure for peer support 

programme and increase the number of peer-run or peer-

supported programmes within SAMH.

 

Through this project, SAMH developed the training 

manual for peer supporters, together with the consultants 

engaged by NCSS. A total of 7 peers participated in the 

programme and it was positively received by them.

 C E R T I F I E D  P E E R  S U P P O R T  S P E C I A L I S T  P R O G R A M M E

Proposal on Enhancing Peer  
Specialist Training
Apart from searching for funding to develop the Peer 

Support Specialist programme, SAMH also deliberated on 

ways to further enhance the programme:

- Increase the number of training modules for peers 

aspiring to be Peer Support Specialists, and identified 

the training needs of newly-recruited Peer Support 

Specialists and those  with experiences

- Include an internship component during the training 

to further enhance peers’ readiness to become Peer 

Support Specialists

- Provide external supervision for existing Peer Support 

Specialists to strengthen their knowledge and skills, so 

that they can be mentors to the new recruits

- Provide training for clinical staff to work collaboratively 

with Peer Support Specialists
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Enhanced Peer Specialist Trainning 2016

In 2016, SAMH has decided to focus primarily on 

enhancing the training for peers aspiring to be Peer 

Support Specialists. Unlike previous years, there were two 

parts to the 4th run of Peer Support Specialist Training. 

A total of 34 peers applied and of which, 13 were invited 

to attend the training and 12 completed part 1 of the 

training.

For the first part, SAMH invited Mr Anthony Stratford, 

Senior Advisor Lived Experience from Mind Australia to 

conduct the Peer Support Specialist training from the 

period of 18 to 22 April 2016. The exam was conducted in 

mid May 2016. The 2nd part is a SAMH in-house training, 

which was opened up to the current batch of participants, 

as well as those who have received their certification in the 

past years. The enhanced training included the following 

and it was conducted in June 2016:

- Overview of mental health services / role of professionals 

in the mental sector / peer support work in Singapore

- Understanding mental illnesses

- Introduction to psychiatric rehabilitation

- Introduction to group facilitation skills

- Emotional CPR

- Facilitation on Illness Management and Recovery 

programme

FUTURE PLANS
SAMH aspires to continue to strengthen the Peer Support 

Specialists training and recruit more Peer Support 

Specialists to promote acceptance of persons in recovery 

in the community. We hope to further develop the 

programme into having internship components, as well as 

providing training for clinical staff, to prepare them to work 

in partnership with the Peer Support Specialists.
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Charity Movie (18 June 2016)
Golden Village (GV) Grand 6 Theatre, with 507 seats, was our venue of choice 

for our Charity Movie. The garden terrace next to the screening hall was an 

ideal place to host the pre-movie reception.

As the event fell during the school holidays, the premiere movie Minions was 

selected.

Tickets were priced at $68 each and we thank our generous donors who 

purchased movie tickets by the dozens for their family members and staff. 

Guests streamed in at 6.30pm for a reception, and Fundraising Committee 

Chairman Dr Ong Say How delivered a thank you speech before the movie 

was screened. We are grateful to have beer sponsored by EPL Alliance Pte Ltd.
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Ride to Art by Singapore Cycling Tours (5 March 2016)
Organised by the Singapore Cycling Tours (SCT), the event saw cyclists riding 

from three different starting points – Ghim Moh, Marina Barrage and East 

Coast – to Creative Hub to attend a session on pointillism art. Our resident art 

co-ordinator Deborah Chen was on hand to demonstrate this technique to ten 

cyclists, who each paid $40. 

We received very positive comments, with one participant sharing that 

“Goodman Centre (Creative Hub) is a rare gem tucked away from the usual 

city vibe. It was a lot of fun being able to make something tangible while 

supporting SAMH.”

Donors Engagement Nite @ Hotel Fort Canning, 
Lavender Room (30 October 2015)
12 tables were donated to SAMH to invite potential donors and collaborators 

to the Donors Engagement Nite.

It was a simple and relaxing dinner with Management Committee members, 

Fundraising Committee members and guests mingling over cocktails while 

browsing our clients’ artworks. We are glad that some of the artworks were 

sold, and new contacts were made at the dinner.

Rubber Band performed three songs, while Gillian Tan, a member of the 

Fundraising Committee sang two songs with volunteer Vincent on the guitar.
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Mental Muscle
Formed in August 2015, Mental Muscle consists of Mr 

Nicholas Eu, Mr Jonathan See, Mr Stephen Hwang and 

Mr Jon Tan, fourth year under-graduate medical students, 

from the NUS Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine. The team 

took part in the Sahara Race 2016 to raise funds for SAMH 

and awareness for mental health. The race was held in the 

Namib Desert (Namibia, Africa) spanning 7 days where 

they completed 250km each. Mental Muscle aims to raise 

$50,000 for SAMH. For this financial year, a total of $33,194 

was received in donations.

(From left): Stephen Hwang, Nicholas Eu, Jon Tan and Jonathan See

Run for Your Heart 
Mr Ong Tze Boon and Mr Ong Yu-Phing from Ong 

Foundation were the first Singaporeans to successfully 

complete the World Marathon Challenge (7 marathons 

on 7 continents in 7 days) in January 2016.  Barely 3 

months later, the cousins also completed the North Pole 

Marathon. Thanks to the generous support from donors, 

Tze Boon and Yu-Phing have raised more than $200,000 

for 5 charities, of which one-fifth was donated to SAMH.

(From left): Mr Ong Yu-Phing; MC Members Ms Saw Seang Pin and Ms 
Caroline Kwong; and Mr Ong Tze Boon
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Portraits of Kofi Annan &  
the late Mr Lee Kuan Yew 
Midas Touch Asia auctioned a portrait of Kofi Annan & 

the late Mr Lee Kuan Yew at its event held on 27 August 

2015 at the Fullerton Hotel. Mr Kofi Annan, the former 

Secretary-General of the United Nations, signed the 

portrait witnessed by the guests.  Dato Seri Dr Derek Goh 

BBM bid $40,000 for the portrait, of which $20,000 was 

donated to SAMH. 

MINDSET Vertical Challenge 
The MINDSET Vertical Challenge was held on Sunday, 15 

November 2015 at Tower 1 Marina Bay Financial Centre 

by MINDSET, a registered charity of the Jardine Matheson 

Group. The GOH for the event was Madam Halimah Yacob, 

Speaker of Parliament. The funds raised amounting to 

$323,905 would go towards supporting Creative MINDSET, 

a programme by SAMH at Jurong Point Shopping Centre. 

Creative MINDSET blends expressive art with occupational 

therapy, psychology and sports to promote emotional well-

being and enhance the quality of life of clients. The aim 

is to create a non-stigmatising platform for support and 

social inclusion for everyone. Moving forward, the funds 

raised from the MINDSET Vertical Challenge will be for the 

MINDSET Learning Hub in Jurong East. MINDSET Learning 

Hub is a centre of learning for People with Mental Illnesses 

(PMIs). It adopts a unique Train and Place model that leads 

to skills development and supported employment.

ONEPURE Mineral Water 
ONEPURE has generously agreed to sponsor SAMH 

Mineral Water supply for the next two years for use at 

forums, events, functions, clients’ activities and outings

We thank all our Donors and Sponsors for their generosity and kind support towards our cause.

(Mdm Halimah Yacob (3rd from right) with a Jardines representative; and 
SAMH MC members, staff and clients.

SAMH ED Ms Tan Li Li with former UN Secretary-
General Mr Kofi Annan
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S T A F F  A C T I V I T I E S

AGM – Disco Nite AGM  
on 28 August 2015
We hosted our disco-themed AGM dinner at Furama Hotel and as always, it was 

a fantastic night of dinner and dance. The staff welfare committee members 

worked hard to organise the event and gamely helped out in every way they 

could to make the event a success. 

In line with the disco theme, the committee gathered early to decorate the photo 

panel for glitzy photo-shoots and a kaleidoscope of balloons to complement the 

theme. They also welcomed the staff with neon bracelets to get them into the 

party mood, as they entered the ballroom. On site was a mobile disco operator 

who really got everyone into the mood with flashing psychedelic lights, smoke 

effects and retro disco music from the 80’s blasting away.

Everyone was greatly entertained and surprised by the flash mob dance led by 

Haikal and some of Activity Hub’s staff, which really got everyone grooving to 

the theme. But the biggest highlight of the night had to be the “Lip Sync Battle” 

where Wen Xiang gave a very impressive demonstration of how to battle it out 

like a superstar!

Group Dance Participation
The BGGH / Aftercare / Mobile Support Team boogied to 

a remix of retrolicious discotheque songs, followed by a 

movie play put up by Jovin and Linda.

Winning Act!
What got everyone in stitches was Timothy’s performance 

as he lip-synced to the infamous Unbelievable, with 4 

maidens in tow and his unforgettable broccoli throw that 

won the judges’ hearts.
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All that cycling worked up an appetite for 

everyone and all tossed the halal Lohei with high 

spirits and tucked into the refreshing appetiser 

with gusto before feasting on Nasi Tumpeng. 

It was a novel experience for some as Nasi 

Tumpeng involves communal eating over a big 

tray of eight yummy Indonesian festive dishes. 

The fantastic lunch was also complemented with 

a yummy dessert - pulot hitam with ice cream to 

finish off the delicious meal.

A relaxing game of friendly bingo ensued after 

the makan-makan, followed by three lucky draws 

picked by Amanda, our Assistant Director for 

HR/Corp Communications. The event ended 

on a very good note and we look forward to 

organising more staff activities. 

LOHEI LUNCH ON 20 February 2016 

S T A F F  A C T I V I T I E S

We asked what bonds people best and we got a 

resounding “Food”! So we got together again to 

brainstorm on what would be a good activity to 

encourage bonding besides feasting on a sumptuous meal 

and it was a great choice when we picked Pondok Gurame 

Restaurant at East Coast beach: a cosy place that came 

with a lovely seaside view, and also easily accessible for our 

pre-lunch outdoor activity – Cycling!

We rented two-tandem bicycles for the staff who were 

game for some cycling fun and they partnered up and set 

out amidst much laughter and cheering. Some participants 

decided to challenge each other and took to a “tandem 

bicycle race”, which ended with more laughter and giggles.
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F I N A N C I A L  S T AT E M E N T S

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION  
AS AT 31 MARCH 2016

2016  
SGD

2015 
SGD

RESERVES 1  

   Unrestricted funds 3,466,497 2,978,354 

   Restricted funds  2,035,395  1,524,279 

5,501,892 4,502,633

Represented by:                                                             

PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 309,122 204,684

CURRENT ASSETS                                                             

   Other receivables, deposits and prepayments 137,848  189,954 

   Grant and donation receivable  1,065,592  1,413,930 

   Fixed deposits  140,710  140,557 

   Cash at banks and on hand  7,431,177  5,169,237

                                                   8,775,327  6,913,678

                                                  

Less:                                           

CURRENT LIABILITIES                             
   Other payables, deposits and accruals 384,745  213,658 

   Deferred capital grants  45,644  100,209 

   Deferred grant income  3,035,760  2,246,431

3,466,149 2,560,298

NET CURRENT ASSETS  5,309,178 4,353,380

5,618,300 4,558,064

Less:

NON-CURRENT LIABILITY

  Deferred capital grants  116,408 55,431

  5,501,892 4,502,633

The above summary financial statements are based on financial statements audited 
by Cypress Singapore, Public Accounting Corporation.  A copy of the full audited 
financial statements can be viewed online at www.samhealth.org.sg

1  The Reserves Policy – The Society sets a mid-term target of achieving a reserve level which is approximately 
three years’ operating expenses.  The reserves set aside provide financial stability and the means for the 
development of the Society’s principal activities.  The Management Committee reviews the amount of reserves 
on a regular basis to ensure that they are adequate to fulfil the Society’s continuing obligations.
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F I N A N C I A L  S T AT E M E N T S

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME  
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2016

2016  
SGD

2015 
SGD

INCOME  
Grants from Government (Recurrent)  2,219,185 2,215,622 
Grant under Community Silver Trust  818,781  1,101,651 
Grant under Care & Share  250,502  4,549 
Grants from National Council of Social Service:- 
      Community Chest  1,329,948  1,300,546 
      Tote Board Social Service Fund  283,103  260,439 
Other grants/funding  591,062  502,054 
Donation income:- 
  - Tax deductible  686,541  775,345 
  - Non tax deductible  113,423  273,215
  - Donation in Kind 29,576 - 
Designated projects  100.293  104,174
Sales of work  21.435  13,046 
Membership fees  520  310 
Programme fees  102,610  107,984
Miscellaneous income  916 917

TOTAL INCOME  6,547,895  6,659,852

EXPENDITURE  
Auditors' remuneration  14,634 14,271 
Beneficiaries' training programme  11,109  14,170 
Beneficiaries' job contract payment  23,480  14,510 
Communication  33,962  40,446 
Depreciation of plant and equipment  91,166  67,583 
Loss on disposal of plant and equipment  -  1,322 
Designated project expenses   80,119  87,592 
Restricted donation expenses   36,546  10,197 
Expenses related to sales of work  11,873  7,846 
Insurance  4,229  4,070 
Maintenance of land and building  89,404  84,720 
Maintenance of equipment  16,180  22,137 
Maintenance of vehicle  17,054  18,721 
Miscellaneous expenses 8,302 6.980
Public education  -  2,160 
Professional contract services  138,787  121,988 
Plant and equipment written off 5,388 -
Support contract services  31,178  35,524 
Recruitment expense  2,497  3,589 
Rental of building  130,553  99,720 
Manpower costs 1   4,265,267   4,056,654 
Staff training and other benefits 153,293 147,782 
Supplies and materials  252,254  266,783 
Transport  19,874  19,970 
Utilities  109,614  117,886 
Volunteer development  1,804  2,803 
Withholding tax 69 -

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 5,548,636 5,269,424
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME  
FOR THE YEAR  999,259 1,390,428

1  The Society had two key management staff with annual remuneration exceeding SGD100,000.
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C O D E  O F  G O V E R N A N C E

CODE OF GOVERNANCE EVALUATION CHECKLIST FOR SAMH

SN Code Description Code 
ID Compliance

Explanation
(if the Code guideline is not compiled or 
not applicable)

BOARD GOVERNANCE

A
Are there Board members holding staff appointments? 
(Skip items 1 and 2 if “No”)

No
SAMH does not allow staff to become Board 
members.

1
If the governing instrument permits staff to become Board members, they should comprise 
not more than one-third of the Board.

1.1.2 N.A.

2 Staff does not chair the Board. 1.1.2 N.A.

3
There is a maximum limit of four consecutive years for the Treasurer position (or equivalent, 
e.g. Finance Committee Chairman).

1.1.6 Complied
Term Limit for the Hon. Treasurer is 3 
consecutive terms of 1 year each i.e. up to 
3 years.

4
The board has an audit committee (designated Board members) with documented terms of 
reference.

1.2.1 Complied
Terms of reference are provided to each 
member.

5
The Board meets regularly with a quorum of at least one-third or at least three members, 
whichever is greater (or as required by the governing instrument).

1.3.1 Complied
Board meets at least once every 3 months, 
with a quorum of not less than 6 members.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

6
There are documented procedures for Board members and staff to declare actual or 
potential conflicts of interest to the Board.

2.1 Complied
Yes, and these are issued annually to the 
Board and staff.

7
Board members do not vote or participate in decision-making on matters where they have a 
conflict of interest.

2.4 Complied
Board and staff declare potential or actual 
conflicts of interest, & do not participate in 
such decision making.

STRATEGIC PLANNING

8
The Board reviews and approves the vision and mission of the charity. They are documented 
and communicated to its members and the public.

3.1.1 Complied

The Board has a Vision, Mission & Values 
review periodically, and these are 
communicated in staff announcements, 
website and annual reports.

9
The Board approved and reviews a strategic plan for the charity to ensure that the activities 
are in line with its objectives.

3.2.2 Complied
Board regularly reviews and approves 
all strategic plans, especially at its Board 
meeting.

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

10 The Board approves documented human resource policies for staff. 5.1 Complied
HR policies are documented and approved 
by the Personnel Committee.

11 There are systems for regular supervision, appraisal and professional development for staff. 5.6 Complied
Annual appraisals, mid-year reviews, career 
development and training plans are in place.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT & CONTROLS

12
The Board ensures internal control systems for financial matters are in place with 
documented procedures.

6.1.2 Complied
Financial policies and procedures are 
documented.

13 The Board ensures reviews on the charity’s controls, processes, key programmes and events. 6.1.3 Complied
The Board conducts regular reviews during 
Committee and Sub-Committee Meetings.

14
The Board approves an annual budget for the charity’s plans and regularly monitors its 
expenditures.

6.2.1 Complied
Annual work plans and budgets are 
approved by the Finance Committee and 
Board.

15 The charity discloses its reserves policy in the annual report. 6.4.1 Complied
Reserves policy is disclosed in the annual 
report.

B Does the charity invest its reserves? (Skip item 16 if “No”) Yes

16
The charity invests its reserves in accordance with an investment policy approved by the 
Board. It obtains advice from qualified professional advisors, if deemed necessary by the 
Board.

6.4.3 Complied
The Committee approves the placement 
of reserves, currently in the form of Fixed 
Deposit.

FUNDRAISING PRACTICES

17 Donations collected are properly recorded and promptly deposited by the charity. 7.2.2 Complied
Donations are received in compliance with 
Finance policies and procedures.

DISCLOSURE & TRANSPARENCY

18
The charity makes available to its stakeholders an annual report that includes information 
on its programmes, activities, audited financial statements, Board members and executive 
management.

8.1 Complied
Copies of Annual Reports are sent to all 
SAMH members prior to its AGM and when 
adopted, is published on its website.

C Are Board members remunerated for their Board services? (Skip items 19 & 20 if “No”) No
SAMH does not provide remuneration to the 
Board.

19 No Board member is involved in setting his or her own remuneration. 2.2 N.A. N.A.

20
The charity discloses its exact remuneration and benefits received by each Board member in 
the annual report.

8.2 N.A. N.A.

D Does the charity employ paid staff? (Skip items 21 and 22 if “No”) Yes
21 No staff is involved in setting his or her own remuneration. 2.2 Complied

22

The charity disclosed in its annual report the annual remuneration of its three highest paid 
staff who each receives remuneration exceeding $100,000. If none of its top three highest 
paid staff receives more than $100,000 in annual remuneration each, the charity discloses 
this fact.

8.3 Complied

PUBLIC IMAGE

23 The charity accurately portrays it image to its members, donors and the public. 9.1 Complied
Information is published in brochures, 
newsletters, website and other PR collaterals.
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SINGAPORE ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH
69 Lorong 4 Toa Payoh #01-365 Singapore 310069
(65) 6255 3222
(65) 6252 6834
enquiry@samhealth.org.sg
www.samhealth.org.sg

ACTIVITY HUB
8 Buangkok Green Singapore 539752
(65) 6315 6778
(65) 6315 6779
ah@samhealth.org.sg

INSIGHT CENTRE & OASIS DAY CENTRE
139 Potong Pasir Avenue 3 #01-132/136 Singapore 350139
(65) 6283 1576
(65) 6283 2140
counselling@samhealth.org.sg
odc@samhealth.org.sg

CLUB 3R & SUPPORT SERVICES
69 Lorong 4 Toa Payoh #01-365 Singapore 310069
(65) 6255 3222
(65) 6252 6834
supportsvcs@samhealth.org.sg

YOUTHREACH
Social Service Hub @ Tiong Bahru #10-06 Central Plaza 
Singapore 168730
(65) 6593 6420 / 6593 6424
(65) 6665 9326
samhyr@samhealth.org.sg

BUKIT GOMBAK GROUP HOMES (BGGH)
239 Bukit Batok East Avenue 5 #01-165 Singapore 650239
(65) 6564 7003
(65) 6565 1498
bggh@samhealth.org.sg

MOBILE SUPPORT TEAM
1 Jurong West Central 2 #06-01 Jurong Point Shopping Centre 
Lobby A Singapore 648886
(65) 8511 2678
samhmobile@samhealth.org.sg

CREATIVE HUB
90 Goodman Road #01-47 Goodman Arts Centre 
Block L Singapore 439053
(65) 6344 8451
(65) 6344 8451
ch@samhealth.org.sg

CREATIVE MINDSET
1 Jurong West Central 2 #06-01 Jurong Point Shopping Centre 
Lobby A Singapore 648886
(65) 6515 5718
(65) 6515 6918
cm@samhealth.org.sg 

MINDSET LEARNING HUB
257 Jurong East Street 24 #01-405 Singapore 600257
(65) 6665 9220
(65) 6665 9703
MindsetLH@samhealth.org.sg
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